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Summary
In this PDEng thesis, we give a collection of guidelines for the construction of Service Control Towers. From an academic and practical perspective, many questions
are unanswered on how to construct Service Control Towers. Therefore, we open
this thesis with a problem setting, research questions and framework. We also introduce the practical context of this research, i.e., the MARCONI consortium and the
maritime sector. The second chapter focuses on the literature currently available on
(Service) Control Towers. Next, we find multiple architectures and definitions and
discuss them in detail. These form the basis for the rest of the research.
In the third chapter, we investigate different business and technical dilemmas in
Service Control Tower development and collaboration. Then, we define the four levels of the Service Control Tower and link them with the dilemmas in the collaboration
process. In total, we explore eighteen dilemmas, their solutions and some of their
architectures.
Following the dilemmas in Service Control Tower development, we discuss the
Data Sharing Dilemma, a particular dilemma that we analyze more in-depth. Finally, we investigate the rationality of data sharing in collaborations. Literature on
(knowledge) sharing states that sharing is always individually irrational. We use that
as input for a Game Theoretical model in which sharing leads to supply chain optimization. Our results indicate that, contrary to the literature, the sharing of data is
individually rational.
In the concluding chapter, we construct the Service Control Tower with the help of
a reference architecture based on the MARCONI use case. Organizations can use
this reference framework to develop the Service Control Tower with the described
dilemmas in earlier chapters. We start by discussing reference architectures from
literature. Then, we define requirements and functionalities based on potential Service Control Tower users’ needs and link them towards software entities. The result
is an abstract software architecture for the Service Control Tower. We rank the different elements of the Service Control Tower in terms of priority in development.
Concluding, we discuss how the Service Control Tower can be offered as a Service.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Technology has changed the world and will keep on doing so. Multiple revolutions
have been identified, like the Agricultural Revolution in the 17th century and the
Industrial Revolution in the 18th century. Drucker (1961) argues that technology
has been far ahead of science and transformed science with the help of systematic
technology. With the next technological revolution taking place, Saris (1989) already
envisioned that the development of computers would lead to a rise in data and alter
the way it is collected. Now we are in what is called by Klaus Schwab and the World
Economic Forum the Fourth Industrial Revolution.
Discussion is ongoing on implementing the enormous increase in data collection
and which technologies should support this. Simultaneously, new concepts like service logistics pop up and support the transition to new ways of doing business. The
combination of these concepts paves the way for new applications in industries.
In this thesis, we focus on the concept of a Service Control Tower in a maritime
context. In the last few decades, technologies like the Internet (of Things), Enterprise Resource Planning and Cloud Computing have revolutionised how we do
business. However, when looking at maintenance in the maritime context, we seem
to be still at more conventional methods. One should, however, not downplay the
importance of the maritime sector. Maritime transport contains 80% of the global
merchandise trade [38]. Maintenance costs of the maritime fleet are an essential
contributor to operational costs, accountable for 25%-35% [94].
We discuss the relevance of a Service Control Tower solution for service logistics in maritime maintenance. First, this chapter introduces the context of service
logistics in the maritime sector and the control tower concept. The next step is to
describe the maritime sector’s problem to implement a Service Control Tower solution. After that, a research objective and framework is constructed. Together with
research questions, these should provide the maritime sector with a method to implement Service Control Tower(s) to optimise the maintenance of their fleet. Finally,
we end this chapter with a discussion of the thesis design and aim.
1
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Context introduction

The research project behind this thesis is the MARCONI project. MARCONI is an
acronym for Maritime Remote Control Tower for Service Logistics Innovation. The
maritime sector plays a key role in global logistics handling. Therefore, minimising costs while keeping logistics networks operating is crucial. To keep operational
levels high and efficient, the availability of maritime assets needs to be high. Developments in technology give rise to the possibility to remotely monitor ships and their
conditions.
The MARCONI project’s primary focus is to adopt new technologies to make
data-driven maintenance and operation of maritime assets possible. To adapt the
new technologies for the higher availability of maritime assets, we focus on three
topics in the Marconi project. The development of new service logistics decision
models, designing a control tower operating model and last but not least, a control
tower architecture. This thesis is on the topic of control tower architectures.
Nevertheless, first, we introduce the topics of service logistics, maintenance and
the control tower. Service logistics is defined by Davis and Manrodt (1991) as “the
management of responsive activities. Service logistics is the management of dynamic organisations which can respond to a wide variety of needs”. A more precise
definition, aligning with the MARCONI context, is given by Cohen et al. (1997) as
“After-sales service logistics systems support the provision of service parts, maintenance and repair services to product end-users.” It is critical to move from offering
products to services in service logistics, fulfilling the end user’s needs. The process
of going from product-based business to services is called servitisation. Defined by
Baines et al. (2009) as “Servitization is the innovation of an organisations capabilities and processes to better create mutual value through a shift from selling product
to selling product-service systems.”.
When looking at maintenance in the maritime sector, we include all processes,
resources and activities related to high-value assets’ upkeep. In the case of the
maritime sector, these are usually ships, often with different purposes. For example,
ships can dredge, provide safety from the sea (naval ships), or transport goods or
persons. However, these ships’ complexity (e.g., containing a multitude of (system
of) systems) makes it hard to plan and execute the maintenance support within
a supply chain of organisations. As a result, the business of maintenance in the
maritime sector is still primarily product-based. However, a technological possibility
could accelerate the transformation to servitisation by introducing the concept of a
control tower.
Control towers are (inter-) organisational systems that are designed to optimise
supply chain performance. For example, a Service Control Tower optimises service
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logistics processes (in)directly related to maritime assets’ availability in maritime
maintenance. However, this is how we perceive the control tower in the MARCONI
context. There are different definitions for a control tower, which we discuss in the
second chapter of this thesis.

1.2

Problem introduction and research objective

First, we need to introduce the problem context of (service) control towers within the
MARCONI project. The main topic is divided into three parts of research (i.e., optimisation models, business models and the IT infrastructure); this research focuses
on the IT infrastructure of a service control tower (SCT). Topan et al. (2020, p.403)
describe in their research five companies that either already have an SCT, are developing an SCT solution or want to develop one. Most companies in the MARCONI
consortium are in a similar business context as the companies discussed in the paper by Topan et al. (2020). However, little is known about the IT components in an
SCT and their functionality when looking at literature. We could confirm this with
participants in the MARCONI consortium.
Therefore, science and practice need to define what an SCT is from an IT architecture perspective. The IT architecture of an SCT can be seen as a design problem.
Wieringa (2014, p.15) defines a design problem as: “a problem to (re)design an artifact so that it better contributes to the achievement of some goal.”
The objective of this research is to design this artifact and therefore contribute
to solving the design problem. Wieringa (2014, p.16) concertises a design problem
with the use of a design problem template, filled in for the IT infrastructure research
on SCT, and we end up with:
• Improve the (service) logistics maintenance (maritime) supply chain
• by designing a (service) control tower
• that satisfies functional software and IT infrastructure requirements
• in order to increase the availability (in trade-off to costs) of high-value assets
Next to designing the SCT from an IT architecture perspective, this research tries
to give insights into the rationale of developing such a system. Supply chain integration is a complex subject, and before systems like an SCT can be constructed, there
needs to be an individual benefit for a participant. The primary function of such a
system is to share data within the SCT environment. Without data on the current
status of the supply chain, optimisation of that same supply chain is challenging.
Therefore, a participant in an SCT environment needs to have an individual benefit
to start sharing the data in the system.

4
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Furthermore, when an individual organisation is willing to construct an SCT environment, a network of organisations can also be constructed. When designing an
SCT in a network, there are multiple trade-offs (which we will refer to in this thesis as
dilemma’s) in the design of the system (e.g. which data standards are used, which
software is needed, how is the ownership divided), which we also discuss in this
thesis. Finally, we want to offer companies aiming to construct an SCT a reference
framework that can be used to design and develop their solution.
The following objectives are pursued in this research, next to designing a (service) control tower.
• Review the literature on control tower(s)
• Investigate which dilemma’s occur in development of SCT environments
• Investigate whether constructing an SCT is (individually) rational
• Develop a reference framework for SCT development

1.3

Research questions

Research objectives can be attained by asking the right research questions. In this
research, we use multiple research questions. According to Wieringa (2014, p.14),
designing an artifact is fed by knowledge goals formulated in the form of knowledge
questions. In our case, the artifact has been described (the Service Control Tower).
Therefore, we formulated appropriate knowledge questions that support the design
goal and set the tone for this report’s structure.
Wieringa (2014, p.17) states that knowledge questions can be divided into empirical knowledge questions and analytical knowledge questions. The former needs
real-life data to answer them, while the latter can be conceptual and purely theoretically based. In this thesis, we use both concepts.
We formulate four research questions, all coherently covering a single (earlier
described) objective of this thesis. They all work towards designing the Service
Control Tower.
• What is currently known in the literature on (service) control towers?
• Which dilemma’s do organisations face in the development of a (service) control tower?
• Is it individually rational to share data in an inter-organisational system?
• Which software functionalities for service logistics does the architecture for a
(service) control tower contain?
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We will discuss the rationale behind these research questions in a more contextual matter in the next section. There we describe the research framework and
thesis design, in which the research questions play an important role.

6
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Figure 1.1: Research framework

1.4

Research framework and thesis design

The research framework is constructed to solve the problem statements and work towards attaining the research objectives. Therefore, the framework provides a scope
to obtain different objectives and shows how they are interconnected with the earlier
described research questions. This thesis’s central research methodology follows
the lines of Design Methodology as described by Wieringa. A design process is a
creative process in which the design is driven by a social context, while on the other
side using appropriate theoretical methods to construct the artifact.
In Figure 1.1, we show the research framework for this research. First, the research framework is categorised based on the research objectives and questions.
Then, we will discuss each chapter with its rationale and link to the framework’s other
aspects. All in all, this research should provide supply chain partners guidelines and
a rationale to develop a (Service) Control Tower solution.
First, we discuss Chapter 2, in which we review the literature on control towers.
Therefore, we analyse the theory on control towers and control tower architectures
and look for the gap between theory and practice. In the end, we define the Service
Control Tower and explain how collaboration in a supply chain should be practiced
from a structural point of view. All literature stated and discussed in this chapter
feeds into one of the following chapters in the Service Control Tower design.
Chapter 3 continues our research with an investigation into the dilemma’s that
organisations face in control tower development. Service Control Towers are often
inter-organisational systems; in collaboration, specific topics require design deci-
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sions by parties (e.g., by the stakeholders in the MARCONI consortium). We discuss these design dilemmas with a Supply Chain Collaboration Tool, part of Chapter
2, which we link to the different Service Control Tower levels. In the end, we show
how all these aspects are interconnected with a few architectural examples. This
chapter forms a basis for research done in Chapters 4 and 5.
One of the dilemma’s that organizations face is regarding the sharing of data.
We already discussed potential solutions in Chapter 3, but in Chapter 4, we investigate this Data Sharing dilemma further, including the rationale of adopting a Service
Control Tower. From this chapter, we can indicate the rationale of Service Control
Tower adoption, in which the lack of trust (e.g., described by te Lindert (2013)) plays
an essential role. Without this rationale, no individual organisation would be willing
to construct such a system. Investigating these dynamics is done with the help of
Game Theory literature and literature on inter-organisational systems. We construct
a Game Theoretical model that we analyse with a software package called the Game
Theory Toolbox. The results should indicate the rationale.
The last chapter, Chapter 5, describes how organisations can develop a Service
Control Tower. First, we review the theory based upon reference frameworks, extract
requirements for a Service Control Tower with workshops (i.e., with stakeholders
from the MARCONI consortium), and transform these into a reference framework
for the (maintenance-oriented) Service Control Tower. Finally, we end the thesis by
discussing this reference framework and its practical implications.

8
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Chapter 2

The current state of control tower
research
In this chapter, we focus on the current state of control tower research. Before
defining and designing the artifact of interest, the Service Control Tower, we need to
look for the current knowledge available on control towers and the history preceding
the first control tower applications. Therefore, we start with a chapter on the Control
Tower’s origin in an aviation context and concepts related to the control tower; (the
history of) inter-organizational systems, supply chain management software, and
Enterprise Resource Planning systems are discussed. Then, we continue with the
story of the current literature on control towers. Here we discuss the concept of the
control tower in the scientific literature. We follow that up with a discussion of the
architectures available.
Based on the literature available, we analyse what is currently there from a theoretical and practical perspective. The analysis feeds into defining the gap in the
control tower research done in the MARCONI project and creating a rationale for
this research. Last but not least, we define the Service Control Tower in the context
as we see it. We construct our definition and put it into this thesis’s context following
the earlier discussed literature and definitions. The Service Control Tower definition will be used as the basis for discussion in this thesis’s chapters. Last but not
least, we discuss how to collaborate in a supply chain with the help of the Dinalog
collaboration tool.

2.1

The Origin(s) of the Control Tower

The term control tower has its origin in the aviation industry. The role of early control
towers at airports was to provide pilots with information on the air traffic and the
weather. In later years, the role of the control tower expanded due to the growth in
9
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air traffic. Not only does the control tower provide information to the pilots, but it also
controls whether aeroplanes are allowed to land, take off and are directed towards.
As Meekings and Briault (2013) also mention, one could not imagine what would
happen if individual pilots decide when they want to take off without keeping other
aeroplanes in mind. Therefore, the control tower’s function in optimizing air traffic is
indispensable for safe air traffic and provides an incentive for individual airlines to
adjust their business process to align with the conditions for take-off and landing at
an airport.
In the past decade, the term control tower has been increasingly used by companies for an IT application that aims to optimize their logistics and supply chain
processes. Applications domains range from transportation to spare parts management and distribution of goods. The term control tower is lately also used by Reich
(2020) as a metaphor to examine the governance of the COVID-19 pandemic. As
it seems, the control tower terminology, which originated in aviation, is now increasingly linked towards visibility and governance in supply chain mechanisms. However,
before we can dive deeper into the literature and different interpretations on the control tower, we first examine the history and preceding terminology that led to the
control tower’s concept.
The inter-organizational system concept can be seen as the mother of integrating IT systems across organizational borders to optimize supply chain performance.
Kaufman (1966) first introduced the term inter-organizational system, which was
later popularized in the scientific literature and business practice. Barrett and Konsynski (1982) defined the inter-organizational system as ”a general term referring
to systems that involve resources shared between two or more organizations”. A
literature analysis by Suomi (1992) states that inter-organizational systems are different from intra-organizational systems, as the latter has only one organization
that fully controls the systems, which is also the organization responsible for the
costs and benefits generated by the system. Suomi (1992) states that every interorganizational system has a sharing of data between two or more organizations
based on computed technology as its key components.
An inter-organizational system aims to reduce costs, increase productivity, and
increase the product market strategy [12]. Well-known adopted inter-organizational
systems are, e.g., SWIFT for financial transactions in the financial industry, AIS
for vessel identification and eIDAS for electronic identification of SMEs in Europe.
Inter-organizational systems could also be used for supply chain management, as
explained by Humphreys et al. (2001). Huemer et al. (2008) state that previously,
technology was often driving the business, while in their opinion, the business should
drive the technology. Examples of field labs from which business is driving technology are SCSN and RoSF. One could see this thesis’s approach as similar to the
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proposed steps by Huemer et al. (2008). However, we also need to reflect upon the
history of business IT within an intra-organizational context for the past decades.
Since the 1990s, Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) has been an umbrella
term for software packages that offer integrated business management applications.
The hype surrounding ERP followed from the growth of usage of material resource
planning (MRP) and the lack of the interfacing of business software [47]. An example of ERP solving the interfacing problem is that the finance application is directly
connected to procurement. The planning application can use data from human resources; in other words, the applications do not operate as a standalone. Currently,
ERP is widely used, effective for management processes and even seen as a necessary tool for companies to remain competitive [84]. However, ERP is not the holy
grail solution it might seem to be, Srivardhana and Pawlowski (2007) have shown
that ERP can both enable but also constrain business process innovation. The focus is slowly shifting to achieve optimal performance of the firm and over the whole
supply chain.
Over the last decades, ERP has increasingly been used for Supply Chain Management (SCM). Akkermans et al. (2003) state that ERP only has a modest role
in improving supply chain effectiveness, with the risk that it could potentially limit
progress. On the contrary, Wieder et al. (2006) found that adopters of ERP that
also adopted supply chain management systems have significantly higher business
performance. In 2002, Tarn et al. already saw that industry was moving from ERP to
the integration of ERP with SCM. Reducing costs and increasing interactions gives
a rationale for integrating IT systems in a supply-chain context. The control tower,
which is the artifact of interest in this thesis, can optimize (parts) of a supply chain.
Therefore we put the control tower in the context of the earlier development of interorganizational systems, ERP but also an increasing interest in SCM.

2.2

Current literature

First, we analyse what is already known in the scientific literature regarding Control Towers. Control Towers for supply chain optimization are being constructed
in different forms and for different purposes. A Supply Chain Control Tower could
be an overarching term for all control tower applications in supply chain optimization. Trzuskawska-Grzesińska (2017) discusses three practical applications of Supply Chain Control Towers, either named a Supply Chain Control Tower or as a Logistics Control Tower. Other terms used for Control Towers are Integrated Logistics
Control Tower (e.g., in the off-shore [64].), Transportation Control Tower (e.g., [15])
and a Rail Enabled Control Tower (e.g., [63]). Next to that, we want to discuss two
other cases. The term Cross Chain Control Center (4C) is discussed by multiple au-
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Figure 2.1: Business Model Canvas for a Control Tower [5].
thors (e.g., [93], [29], [90]). The Cross Chain Control Center can best be described
as a network of Control Towers, operating together to achieve optimal supply chain
performance. The last type we want to discuss is the artifact of interest in this thesis, the Service Control Tower. The term Service Control Tower was introduced by
Topan et al. (2020). The Service Control Tower focuses specifically on service logistics applications; Topan et al. (2020) reviews multiple applications for a Service
Control Tower in an after-sales support context. We use this chapter as an important stepping stone towards a Service Control Tower architecture. However, we first
explore why companies are interested in Control Tower solutions.
Nevertheless, why are companies so interested in developing these Control Tower
applications? We already reflected upon IT’s history in a business context, the rationale of solutions like ERP, but what makes the Control Tower solution so appealing?
Alias et al. (2015) have done research into constructing an extensive and detailed
Business Model Canvas (see Figure 2.1) for a Control Tower. Every Business Model
Canvas starts with a good value proposition. For Control Towers visibility, better decision making, (real-time) monitoring and gains in efficiency and, as a result, cost
savings are important value propositions that drive Control Tower development [5].
On the other side, one needs to develop hardware and software to construct an IT
infrastructure that supports Control Tower operations. However, these costs can either be turned into a revenue model by offering them as a service or imposing costs
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per transaction [5]. In the end, a Control Tower solution could offer both users and
services providers a unique business opportunity to increase supply chain performance.
However, in the construction of Control Tower solutions, usually, not everything
goes according to plan. te Lindert (2013) describes three major issues: the lack
of trust, intelligent IT tools, and fair sharing mechanisms. In this thesis, we try to
address the lack of trust and intelligent IT tools issue. Nevertheless, others have
already covered aspects of intelligent IT. Dalmolen et al. (2015) define key requirements for Control Tower solutions: modularization of services, product and processes, and capabilities for coordination, collaboration, quick connect, relationship
management and risk management. Next to that, some already provide an architecture or framework for intelligent IT (e.g. [15], [96]). Still, most issues surrounding
the lack of trust, intelligent IT, and fair sharing are little addressed.
As stated earlier, in this thesis, we focus on the Service Control Tower. Although
different types of Control Towers exist, there also exist multiple definitions. Verma
et al. (2020) define the Control Tower as ”a concept which comprises integrated
supply chain and decision-making related to its needs to be fulfilled by the system capable of real-time tracking, alerts, visualization, and giving quick solutions
is achievable.” Alias et al. (2014) uses the following definition: ”According to the
German Institute for Standardization (DIN), control towers are decision-support systems merging different data streams from various subordinate levels and displaying
the consolidated information at a higher level for monitoring and control of processes
while pursuing the goal of optimal process operation.”. Milenković (2019) uses the
definition ”a rail enabled Control Tower (CT) or in other words, an information-sharing
platform that will support planners in supply chain optimization and fulfill the shipper’s requirements for real-time visibility in whole transport chain”. TrzuskawskaGrzesińska (2017) describes multiple definitions of Control Towers, often from white
papers, having in common that Control Towers have an essential role in supply chain
visibility, improving decision making and achieving strategic objectives. We end this
section by introducing the concept of the Service Control Tower.

2.3

Current architectures

The previous section discussed what is currently known in the literature on Control
Towers from definitions and business rationale. This section looks into architectures available surrounding Control Tower solutions, which help us sketch the current state-of-art in Control Tower architectures. These could help us with developing
a reference framework for the Service Control Tower. We will start with general architectures for Supply Chain Control Tower, focusing on a few specific cases related
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Figure 2.2: MAPE-K architecture for a Control Tower [3].
to transportation and logistics and end with architectures specifically in the SCT
context.
Alias et al. (2014) describes a Control Tower’s architecture based upon the main
functionality: monitoring and control. For that, Alias et al. (2014) use a concept
called the MAPE-K control loop. MAPE-K stands for Monitor, Analyze, Plan, Execute
and Know. Figure 2.2 shows the relations between the steps in the Control Tower.
Real-life processes feed the Control Tower with events and signals, which are part of
the monitoring process. The data that is being retrieved needs to be analyzed and
alerts the Control Tower user of a need for decision-making. Based on this, a user
should decide what happens in the Supply Chain Control Tower’s planning, which
triggers the Plan step where the user gets alternatives from which it could choose.
The action is done at the Execute step when the user has decided, impacting the
real-world process. The feedback loop is applied continuously in all processes with
the Know step. The Control Tower stores data and learns from the data to improve
the decision making process [3]. The work of Alias et al. (2014) provides a starting
point to construct the logic of a Control Tower but does not explicitly state what this
logic must contain.
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Figure 2.3: Control Tower Functional Architecture [58].

Another architecture, from a functional perspective, is provided by Liotine (2019).
Figure 2.3 shows the Control Tower architecture for a Supply Chain Control Tower.
The Control Tower’s role is mainly to monitor or track and trace the process of an
(in this case, pharmaceutical) order until delivery of the freight. The architecture
describes the process in the Control Tower and between the Control Tower user
and the service providers (e.g., suppliers). The Control Tower produces information
about the state of the order and forecasts and plans the freight delivery for the end
customer. To improve decision making, data is being shared on (real) lead times,
product changes, demand patterns, interruptions in the supply chain, and inventory
[58]. Liotine (2019) provides a clear architecture focused on the delivery of goods
but does only reflect in a limited fashion regarding service delivery.
Shou-Wen et al. (2013) describes the concept of the ’Supply Chain Information
Control Tower’. Their architecture, visible in Figure 2.4, contains five layers. At
the bottom of the architecture, we see the supply chain business layer. This layer
represents all activities on the supply chain level, i.e., manufacturing activities, warehousing, purchasing activities, transport, and the different actors in the supply chain
(e.g., suppliers, manufacturers, sellers, etcetera.). The layer on top of the supply
chain business layer is the information perception layer; Shou-Wen et al. (2013)
says that it uses ”Internet of Things technology to achieve real-time sensing and
transmission of supply chain quality”. Technologies powering this layer are RFID,
GPS and other sensor technology. These feed into the information control layer,
which links the supply chain’s control with the information perception layer’s data.
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Figure 2.4: Supply Chain Information Control Tower Architecture [82].
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Figure 2.5: Control Tower Architecture [44].
Finally, the control tower’s upper layers are the information service platform layer
and the information manpower layer. The first one monitors the supply chain while
the latter one is the centre of decision-making [82]. The architecture by Shou-Wen
et al. (2013) provides a clear overview of global relations but does that in a very
abstract matter while not defining the exact functional relations between the levels.
To continue, we discuss two architectures with a more specific focus on transportation control towers. The first one is the Control Tower Architecture for Multiand Synchromodal Logistics by Hofman (2014). Figure 2.5 shows the proposed architecture of the Control Tower. The Control Tower is part of a cloud-based data
storage, in which the control tower contains multiple components. One of them is
the resource planner, which optimizes the resources available. The sensor evaluator
looks for sensor data changes, and the rule handler is the sort of central piece of
the Control Tower, which coordinates the event states. In the end, the architecture
can handle real-time exception handling, and transaction coordination in a Transport
Management System [44].
Additionally, Baumgrass et al. (2014) discuss software components for a Transportation Control Tower. In Figure 2.7, we display the proposed components by
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Figure 2.6: Transportation Control Tower Architecture [15].
Baumgrass et al. (2014). The key for this architecture is that transportation can be
dynamically adjusted based upon the current state of resources and tasks and adjustments to the transportation plan. Multiple components are proposed, such as
a route planner who does the planning of the routes, the event manager logs all
events happening at a source (e.g., a truck or a ship). The process configurator
is the orchestrator of a transportation process and describes the systems in which
steps need to be taken and in which order. The previous two architectures provide
an interesting focus on the transportation application of a Control Tower. However,
they are only partially related to the context of the Control Tower in a maintenance
setting.
Finally, we discuss two essential architectures related to the topic of the Service
Control Tower. Rustenburg (2016) describes an IT architecture for the planning of
spare parts services. The goal for this planning is to efficiently and optimally allocate spare parts for the use of maintenance. Figure 2.7 shows the architecture
discussed by Rustenburg (2016). Data is fed from ERP systems within the Control
Tower data manager, which feeds into the Control Tower database. Based on the
database’s data, a planning tool runs to allocate the spare parts within the supply
chain optimally. A dashboard is there to visualize the performance of the Control
Tower. Next to that, the requirements surrounding the ICT are defined. A Control
Tower ICT architecture should be secure, scalable, future proof, in-house maintainable and universal. Although the paper clarifies the ICT architecture requirements,
it is highly focused on Microsoft software and lacks detail on the exact configuration.
The final architecture we discuss in this section is by Topan et al. (2020). In
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Figure 2.7: Control Tower ICT Architecture for spare parts planning [74].

Figure 2.8: Service Control Tower process architecture [92].
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Paper

Focus

Alias et al. (2014)

Supply Chain Control Tower Architecture

Liotine (2019)

Pharmaceutical Supply Chain Control Tower

Shou-Wen et al. (2013)

Supply Chain Information Control Tower

Hofman (2014)

Control Tower Architecture for
Multi- and Synchromodal Logistics

Baumgrass et al. (2014)

Transportation Control Tower

Rustenburg (2016)

Control Tower ICT architecture
for spare parts planning

Topan et al. (2020)

Service Control Tower process architecture

Strong points
Generic architecture
Continuous feedback loop
Functional architecture for pharmaceutical logistics
A clear distinction between Control Tower, the user(s) and third parties
Multi-layered Control Tower architecture
Takes into account multiple technologies
Specific focus on logistics
Shows that components are interfering with each other
Specific focus on transportation
Describes the different software components of the Control Tower
Specific focus on spare parts
Maintenance-oriented
Process architecture is well-described
Strong empirical foundation of the Service Control Tower

Gaps
No specific domain focus
Not an IT architecture
Main focus is on pharmaceutics
Not an IT architecture
Relations between components sometimes unclear
Does not describe IT functionality
Details on interfaces with other CTs is missing
Unclear which software needs to be implemented
Not related towards a maintenance setting
Unclear how components fit business requirements
Microsoft heavy IT architecture
Exact configuration unknown
No specific focus on IT architecture

Table 2.1: Summary of strengths and gaps in Control Tower architectures
contrast to Rustenburg (2016), Topan et al. (2020) does not describe the ICT architecture, but the architecture of tactical and operational processes in the Service
Control Tower. Figure 2.8 are the processes running the Service Control Tower.
These are divided into five categories. First, the information update processes update real-time information regarding demand, delivery of supplies and the pipeline of
stock. Second, this information is fed into the forecasting and alert generation section, where demand and parts return is forecasted, and alerts are generated. Third,
based on the forecasts and alerts, two planning processes are run. One on the control of inventory, which determines the amount of inventory. The other regarding the
capacity available in the repair shop and the scheduling their-off. The middle layer
represents all operational planning processes in Figure 2.8. An intriguing discussion is in the paper on the role of so-called Service Level Agreements (SLAs) and
the performance measurement with Key Performance Indicators from these SLAs.
The architecture provided by Topan et al. (2020) gives a clear indication surrounding
the (business) processes the Service Control Tower supports; however it assumes
that information is already there and does not focus on an IT architecture.
Table 2.1 summarizes our findings in the current literature on Control Tower architectures. Overarching in the literature is the lack of focus on maintenance-oriented
Control Tower architectures (except for [92] and [74]). Next to that, some papers
focus on (software) components (i.e., [44] and [15]), but on the contrary, others do
not. Therefore, this thesis focuses on the IT architecture of the (Service) Control
Tower and its functionality. In essence, our work is complementary and developing
on the papers by Rustenburg (2016) and Topan et al. (2020).

2.4

The Service Control Tower: Context and definition

In the previous sections, we discussed the current literature and architectures available in the scientific literature. A wide range of Control Tower literature is available,
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but the discipline of Control Tower research is still in the early stages. However, we
see a business incentive to develop Control Tower environments (e.g. [5]). In this
section, we discuss the artifact of interest, the Service Control Tower. Next, we discuss the change of focus for businesses to offer services instead of products. Next
to that, we define the Service Control Tower as we see it. Finally, we portray the
Service Control Tower in the landscape of (inter-/intra-) organizational systems.
The current literature has some exciting definitions, architectures and applications of Control Towers. They have in common that the Control Tower is a system
that assists in decision-making by offering monitoring and control services. Next
to that, the Control Tower is a platform for information sharing in a supply chain,
increasing the visibility of the same supply chain. On the contrary, there are also examples of Control Towers, which are highly focused on internal business processes
with only limited applicability on the whole supply chain. Therefore it seems to be
the case that Control Towers are not exclusively an inter-organizational system but
could be intra-organizational.
As the application domain of Control Towers differs (e.g., transportation, warehousing, logistics), it is essential to clarify for which purpose a Control Tower solution
is used. In this thesis we focus upon the Service Control Tower, two papers align
closely with this concept (i.e., Rustenburg (2016) and Topan et al. (2020)). The context of these papers is to use the Service Control Tower to optimize maintenance
activities for high-value assets (e.g., vessels, machinery). Rustenburg (2016) focuses mainly on the planning of spare parts, while Topan et al. (2020) has a broader
view and also includes the planning of maintenance as an important factor in the
Service Control Tower. The latter also links the Service Control Tower to the concept of Service Logistics, which means that a Service Control Tower could be used
in different contexts.
In the past decennium, companies have shifted their focus from offering products
to offering services. The process of going to offering a service instead of a product is
called servitization. Servitization is defined by Baines et al. (2009) as: ”Servitization
is the innovation of an organisations capabilities and processes to better create mutual value through a shift from selling product to selling product-service systems.”. In
other words, organizations are not solely selling the product but a service, focusing
on the purpose and goal for the end-user (e.g., paying for the use of a car in terms
of kilometres driven instead of buying a car). The process of shifting from selling a
product to service is best visualized by Jovanovic et al. (2016). For example, figure
2.9 shows how one could go from product sales to so-called service performance
contracts.
A type of service performance contract is also discussed in the paper of Topan
et al. (2020). There it is referred to as Service Level Agreements (SLAs). An SLA
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Figure 2.9: From product operations to service performance contracts [51].
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is a service contract in which (at least) two parties (a service provider and service
receiver) define which service is being delivered and how performance is measured
(with so-called Key Performance Indicators). These SLAs can be defined at multiple
levels of service provision. For example, an SLA could dictate the lead time on the
delivery of spare parts (aligning with spare parts sales) and define the availability of
an asset (a service performance contract). For example, in the MARCONI project ∗ ,
one could align the Service Control Tower’s role with a service performance contract,
which defines the availability of a high-value asset (e.g., availability of 95% during
the total lifespan).
The Service Control Tower plays a vital role in service logistics, i.e., offering
logistics as a service. The Service Control Tower could look at the optimal allocation
of resources given a specific context and deliver a specific service defined in an SLA.
The Service Control Tower application could be internally oriented in an organization
(between divisions), externally oriented or supply chain-wide. The Service Control
Tower could even be used as a service itself; optimally allocating resources and
helping in the decision-making of a business context could be valuable on its own.
On the other side, the application of a Service Control Tower depends highly on its
need, the business rationale, and the business processes it will support.
Topan et al. (2020) uses the following, adapted definition from Bleda et al. (2014):
”A service control tower acts as a centralized hub that uses real-time data from a
company’s existing, integrated data management and transactional systems to integrate processes and tools across the end-to-end supply service chain and drives
business outcomes.”. The definition could be feasible for specific applications of the
Service Control Tower. However, it is not necessary that a Service Control Tower
uses real-time data and does not need to be a centralized hub. Therefore, we propose the following, more straightforward, definition for a Service Control Tower: ”An
(inter-) organizational system which uses IT to optimize specifically (a part of) the
service logistics supply chain”.
In Figure 2.10 we propose a classification for the (Service) Control Tower in terms
of (inter-/intra-) organizational systems. We picture the (Service) Control Tower on
the boundary of both types. We explicitly do not define which type of organizational
system a Service Control Tower needs to be in the definition. In our opinion, the Service Control Tower can cross organizational boundaries, be deployed in a network of
Control Towers (i.e., a Networked Control Tower), and act as an intra-organizational
system, optimizing processes between departments in an organization. Next to that,
we think that the Service Control Tower differs per organization and organizational
context.
∗

See Section 1.1/1.2 for an introduction on the MARCONI project
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Figure 2.10: Placement of the (Service) Control Tower.

2.5

Supply Chain Collaboration Tool

The last section of this chapter describes The Supply Chain Collaboration Tool by
Dinalog [33]. This tool aims to help supply chain partners to collaborate in a supplychain context. However, empirical evidence for this tool is limited available. Therefore, it has been constructed from practical evidence. Supply chain collaboration can
be in two dimensions, horizontally and vertically. The earlier one describes cooperation between supply chain players offering the same service (e.g., fashion retailers
or wholesalers of vegetables). Usually, horizontal cooperation is problematic because of similar interests; if they are not in the same organization, they often do not
cooperate because of individual interest and antitrust law. Vertical cooperation is in
that sense easier, as it is between two players that offer different services (e.g., a
retailer and a wholesaler of vegetables) but have a common interest in cooperating
to solve or minimize possible supply chain problems and therefore optimize supply
chain performance. The supply chain tool is built for vertical collaboration, which
means horizontal collaboration is out of the equation.
Four phases have been defined to set up a vertical collaboration (shown in Figure
2.11) in the Supply Chain Collaboration Tool by Dinalog. At first, organizations need
to identify the strategic interests of cooperation in the identification stage. Then, if a
common strategy and business case has been developed, the collaboration design
is needed on a tactical level. Here, the consortium needs to agree on the governance of the collaboration, rules to enter and exit the collaboration, and how value
is created and shared. In the third stage, the collaboration efforts are implemented
in practice on an operational level. There is an explicit collaboration agreement,
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Figure 2.11: Supply Chain Collaboration Tool. [33]
and logistic and financial data are harmonized. Next to that, data sharing takes
place in combination with IT integration. Planning control of the supply chain is
now collaborative. The last step is to evaluate the collaboration process based upon
the evaluation of Key Performance Indicators and expand, maintain or terminate the
collaboration. We discuss the different phases in more depth related to the artifact
(Service Control Tower) in the following subsections, based upon the tool described
by Dinalog.

2.5.1

Identification

The beginning step is identifying a potential collaboration in which a Service Control Tower might be helpful. A collaboration strategy needs to be determined based
on the organizations’ long-term goals, available resources, and the potential partners’ strategies. Next, the organizations need to determine whether it is feasible
to execute such a collaborative strategy and set the first steps towards a business
model (for the (Service) Control Tower). The second step is to determine the partners for collaboration. A profile should be constructed in which an optimal partner
is sketched, based upon offered service or knowledge about products, technologies
or markets. From this profile, the first list of potential partners can be constructed.
Potential partners should be selected from this list to complement the organization’s
resources, culture, and strategy. In the third and last step of the identification process, a business case is developed. Potential partners discuss their expectations
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and indicate their expected costs, benefits but also risks associated with collaboration. Based upon these assumptions, an analysis should be done, which should
give the first indication of whether collaboration (construction of a (Service) Control
Tower) is feasible and profitable [33].

2.5.2

Design

The second phase is to design the collaboration (on a tactical level). In our case, the
(Service) Control Tower, the first design step is to determine the governance system. Multiple aspects need to be discussed and determined, e.g., legal entity, coping with potential issues, communication structure, financial agreements, and how
to deal with trust and the collaboration culture. When governance is established, the
supply chain partners should design the physical, financial and information flows. In
the case of a (Service) Control Tower, this is the first step to know the scope of the
business architecture in which the (Service) Control Tower can be deployed. During this design, the consortium can find opportunities to improve specific business
processes in the collaboration.
In the sixth step, the collaborating organizations need to discuss what to do with
value creation and gain sharing. In collaboration in the supply chain, synchronising
business activities can lead to cost reduction or new service offerings. Both are
a form of value creation and result again for the organizations involved. In this
sixth step, agreements need to be made on how gains in the collaboration (or in
the (Service) Control Tower) are shared; options for gain-sharing can be found in
Cooperative Game Theory. Finally, the network needs to create a set of entry s for
which the collaboration is set. Parties can leave the environment of collaboration,
but also newcomers can join under a stated set of conditions. This set of rules
could be set in a legal framework to ensure partners’ commitment to a long-lasting
partnership [33].

2.5.3

Implementation

In the third phase of collaboration in a horizontal supply chain context, the collaboration implementation occurs. For a (Service) Control Tower, this means that the
system itself is being deployed on an operational level. Starting in this phase is
to construct a collaboration agreement that is the legal basis for the collaboration.
Things like a primary contract, general collaboration rules, and the Service Level
Agreement can be determined in this agreement. In the following step, the organizations prepare internally with change management to align processes, personnel,
and resources for the new situation. For managers, it is essential to get everybody
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involved in the collaboration on the same page. The next step will focus on the harmonization of logistics and financial data. In this step, the organizations have agreed
upon a certain data standard and communication method in which information and
data are shared within the consortium. One could see this step in the context of
constructing a (Service) Control Tower as one that lays the foundations for the data
standards in use in the system and the semantics surrounding them.
The next step, step eleven, is how a system should be constructed (e.g., a (Service) Control Tower). Data will be shared, and IT is going to be integrated with this
step. The supply chain collaboration partners need to determine which systems
are being used, be constructed and how they are linked with existing infrastructure.
This step’s valuable tool is a cost/revenue analysis, indicating which IT systems are
worth the investment for integration. The last step in the implementation phase is
to do collaborative planning control of the supply chain. In the (Service) Control
Tower, the system has some tools and systems that can help forecasting, finance,
and provide a dashboard for Key Performance Indicators. It is essential for the consortium of partners that they also have protocols in place if there is a conflict in the
collaborative planning and can mitigate those [33].

2.5.4

Evaluation

The last phase is the evaluation phase. The collaboration is now operational, and
the consortium should reflect on the performance. In the first step of evaluation,
organizations need to look at Key Performance Indicators, not only on a financial,
strategical and operational level. But also from a knowledge and relational perspective. Important in this step is the transparency between organizations and the
measurability of the Performance Indicators themselves. Based upon this analysis,
organizations go to the last stage of the evaluation. In this stage, they determine
whether they want to expand the current collaboration, maintain it, or terminate it
because of lacking performance. The results of the evaluation phase can be used
for input in the identification phase. The collaboration tool is, therefore, in itself an
iterative process that has in the centre the building of trust as the essential cornerstone.
In this section, we described the collaboration tool from Dinalog. During this collaboration process, the consortium’s multiple dilemmas will be faced, business and
technical decisions need to be taken to proceed. The tool constructed by Dinalog
will be used as a context for the dilemmas faced in constructing the (Service) Control
Tower environment, which we describe in the next Chapter. Constructing a (Service)
Control Tower is an iterative process as well. One cannot resurrect a system without
building the foundations for such a system first.
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In this chapter, we reviewed the state of the current literature on Control Tower
research, and from that, we see that Control Towers depend on the context they are
developed in. For the remainder of this thesis, we aim to fill the partially discussed
gap in this chapter. First, in Chapter 3, we discuss the steps that need to be taken to
develop a (Service) Control Tower and the dilemmas in development. Then, Chapter 4 discusses an in-depth analysis of one of the dilemma’s in (Service) Control
Tower development, namely the Data Sharing Dilemma, in which we also discuss
the potential lack of trust (e.g., described by [90] (2013) in supply chain collaboration. Last but not least, we provide an IT architecture for a maintenance-oriented
Service Control Tower in Chapter 5.

Chapter 3

Decisions in (Service) Control Tower
design
In the previous chapter, we explored the literature surrounding (Service) Control
Tower. However, when constructing a (Service) Control Tower, the second step is
to design the system. Designing such a system is not set in stone and is highly dependent on the business environment. This chapter explores the different decisions,
stages, and dilemmas organizations face when designing a (Service) Control Tower.
We start this chapter in Section 3.1, describing the four levels (i.e., the technological milestones) of the Service Control Tower. Constructing a Service Control Tower
is, in our opinion, a process of different stages. We describe these stages linked
towards the functionality of the Service Control Tower. Finally, in Section 3.3, we
link the collaboration tool from Section 2.5 and the four levels of the Service Control
Tower with organizations’ dilemmas from a business or technical perspective. We
illustrate different decisions in these dilemmas with architectural examples.

3.1

The four levels of the Service Control Tower

In this section, we describe four levels we identified in constructing a Service Control
Tower. When building such a system, one needs to carefully plan the goals for the
system and develop the Service Control Tower in different phases. However, in the
literature, we also find different interpretations of (Service) Control Towers levels. For
example, Bhosle (2011) describes three phases (or levels) of visibility in a Control
Tower, a first phase in which visibility is created on the operational level, phase two
creates visibility through the supply chain with analytical capabilities. The third and
last phase focuses on predictive visibility with the help of advanced self-learning
algorithms. Another paper, by Liotine (2019), describes different technology levels
as a pre-requisite for Control Tower operation. These are Data Capture Translation,
29
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Data Transmission Upload and Data Access Actionability. However, the levels by
Liotine (2019) focuses mainly on the requirements for data usage in a Control Tower.
In our opinion, we define the Service Control Tower levels in combination with
the literal meaning of the individual words. The end goal is to have a system that
can influence and achieve optimal supply chain performance based upon service
contracts. However, before such a system is realized, one needs to get the earlier
stages of the Service Control Tower running. These earlier stages can be related to
the visibility of Bhosle (2011) or the data requirements of Liotine (2019). Nevertheless, it also addresses issues like the different modes of control in the Control Tower
and the system’s strategic direction.
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Figure 3.1: The four levels of the Service Control Tower.

The four levels that we envision are displayed in Figure 3.1. The first level in
our four Service Control Tower levels is not even a first level but more of a level
zero. However, this level is elementary and requires feedback in order to construct
a decent basis. We define level zero as the basic foundation of the Service Control
Tower. Supply chain partners first need to determine how they want to communicate
(IT semantics) in a (Service) Control Tower environment. They also need to determine the IT architecture and the data standards for the (Service) Control Tower.
When such a foundation has been laid, the development can go on to the Tower
level. The Tower level is the first level where users of the (Service) Control Tower
see the environment’s first operationalization. At this level, the main focus is to create visibility in the supply chain. Dashboards are the primary tool and should give
a clear insight into the supply chain’s performance; one could classify this environment as a Decision Support System. It can offer participants an insight into better
decisions without actually having a direct influence on the business processes.
The second level of the Service Control Tower introduces the word Control into
the equation. Next to having visibility in the supply chain, the consortium can control
aspects of the supply chain. Via intelligent algorithms and data analysis, better
decision making can take place fully automated. However, it is also possible that
participants opt to intervene in the business processes manually. In such a case, the
Service Control Tower can learn from these decisions with Intelligence Amplification
technology. The last level for the Service Control Tower is to design the system
to operate and monitor the supply chain based upon agreed Service Control (e.g.,
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Service Level Agreements).
An example would be that the Service Control Tower controls the supply chain in
the maritime industry with high-value assets. An agreed level of asset availability is
achieved, or spare parts are delivered within a specific Service Level. Although the
goal of servitization within the environment seems like an ideal state, achieving this
state is challenging and requires intensive collaboration between the supply chain
participants on a strategic level. We will discuss the defined levels (from Figure 3.1)
in more depth in the following subsections.

3.1.1

The Foundation

Our first level is the foundation. A foundation needs to be laid as the stable basis
for functioning. In the literature, Liotine (2019) already addresses the need for basic
technology requirements surrounding data exchange. Next, we see other critical key
activities that should be taken in this development step, which are listed below.
1. Determine the context of the business architecture
2. Determine IT systems in use by the participant(s)
3. Determine available data
4. Determine data standard for usage in the Service Control Tower
5. Design an IT architecture for the Service Control Tower
6. Determine the main programming language and the IT tools/platforms for usage
7. Setup the first data architecture, data governance, interfaces for data exchange
and databases
The Service Control Tower environment developers first need to determine the
business context that the system will operate. One could align this with step 5 (Design of physical, financial and information flows) of Figure 2.11. Additionally, developers need to identify the IT systems used by the participant(s) to execute their
business activities. This should give a first indication of the context in which the
Service Control Tower would operate. Based on this information, developers should
determine the available data, and a data standard should be set for usage in the Service Control Tower. Data standards could be an issue, as in multiple organizations,
different standards could be in place. Even within organizations, different standards
for different IT applications could cause issues. Therefore setting a common data
standard is in the interest of all participating parties for successful Service Control
Tower development.
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When the development team has a clear picture of the business architecture,
and the IT and data available, they need to design the IT architecture for the Service
Control Tower itself. In this step, the different resources and business processes are
linked schematically. The team should determine which programming language and
supporting IT tools or platforms are needed when that is done. Last but not least, the
first data architecture can be put into practice. Interfaces for data exchange should
be developed, and the first databases should be constructed or, in case of only
interfacing, linked with one another. The first step for data governance should also
occur here; without clear rules in the system for data governance, problems could
be expected in future situations. The main result from this level is that a functional
IT architecture can link data from multiple systems and prepare the data for usage
in the latter stages of the Service Control Tower. In other words, data harmonization
and synchronization should be finished at this level.

3.1.2

The Tower

The first ’real’ level is the Tower level; at this level, the Service Control Tower mainly
has the functionality of a generic Tower, i.e., the system has an overview of the activities happening in the business processes in the supply chain context. One could
link this level with the different levels of visibility described by Bhosle (2011). The
classification of the level is closely related to the functionality of a decision support
system, i.e., a system that helps with decisions in a particular context. However, it
has no actual control over the analyzed operations. Liotine (2019) also describes the
Control Tower environment as an enabler of monitoring operations. Baumgrass et al.
(2014) states that a transportation Control Tower main functionality ”facilitates transportation planners with easily monitoring and dispatching transportation resources“.
Shou-Wen et al. (2013) locates the monitoring of business processes in the information layers of the control tower. In these layers, real-time monitoring of the supply
chain takes place. Last but not least, Alias et al. (2014) indicates that ”Control towers
have been named as the future tool of supply chain monitoring for quite a while.“
In our view, monitoring is the first step in the Service Control Tower; it is an
essential step and provides an overview of the ongoing operations. However, monitoring should not be the endpoint. Instead, monitoring should be the beginning of
optimizing the supply chain and business processes across the organization (s).
Therefore, when constructing a Tower, one should keep in mind the following activities to achieve monitor and analyze capabilities in the supply chain.
1. Perform data transformation and data cleaning activities to retain information
2. Extract insights from information into certain business processes
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3. Develop (user-centric) dashboards for monitoring
4. Give meaning to measurements in the dashboards
5. Initiate and implement an alert generation and management system
6. Use dashboards within (day-to-day) operations for monitoring and analysis
The foundation of the Service Control Tower provides the basics necessary for
data exchange, while the Tower level transforms data into information. Developers
should, in this step, consider the data available and the information asked by the
people working in the business processes. Next, the people operating the dashboards and people working in the business processes should be considered when
developing dashboards, alerts and monitoring reports. Based upon their expertise
and results from the data, meaning should be given to these dashboards. If the implementation is done correctly, using these dashboards can improve the running of
(day-to-day) operations by monitoring and analyzing. However, workers in the supply chain can only intervene manually, i.e., the Service Control Tower with only Tower
functionality cannot intervene directly and automatic in the supply chain operations.

3.1.3

The Control Tower

Intervening with the Service Control Tower into the supply chain is the next step in
the process. The difference with the Tower level is that in the Control Tower level, the
system has decision-making capabilities that directly intervene instead of indirect.
Therefore we define the second level of the Service Control Tower as the level on
which the system has multiple levels of autonomous control. That does not mean
that the system is fully automated; supply chain players can choose manual control
in a specific context. A user of the Service Control Tower is the decision-maker, not
the algorithms embedded in the system. This should help to balance the amount of
automatizing versus expert interference in the supply chain.
Rustenburg (2016) defines two types of control in a Control Tower. First, proactive control means deciding upon specific actions upfront before they cause issues
in the supply chain. The second one is re-active control, in which performance is
checked after a specific time interval and problems are acted upon after checking.
Hofman (2014) takes a different approach; in their Control Tower architecture, they
define a set of rules which the Control Tower handles. Topan et al. (2020) describes
that exception messages are automatically generated in practice, but interventions
are still manual. Topan et al. (2020) states that automation could be possible, but
only under certain circumstances (i.e., when enough data is available).
As seen in the literature, there are different possibilities to control the underlying
business processes related to the Service Control Tower. Different levels of automa-
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tion are applied, but also different strategies to controlling the Service Control Tower
(e.g., [74], [44]). At the Control Tower level, participants in the collaboration need to
undertake the following key activities to have different levels of autonomous control.
1. Determine the level of control necessary or available in a process
2. Create governance and authorization rules for decision-making agents
3. Setup the structure for different levels of (autonomous) decision-making
4. Implement decision making (business) rules in the Service Control Tower
5. Reflect upon the selected level of control and improvements shown in the supply chain
At first, organizations in a supply chain collaboration should determine the level
of control they are willing to give, either manually, by confirming a system decision
(semi-automatic) or wholly by the system (automatic). Next, the Service Control
Tower should have a clear governance structure with authorization functionality to
make certain decisions impacting the supply chain. When these are determined, a
structure (or architecture) for such a control system should be created and implemented in the Service Control Tower environment. Next, the organizations in the
collaboration should implement business rules that automate decisions in the Service Control Tower. Last but not least, one should reflect upon the selected level of
control and corresponding improvements shown in the supply chain.

3.1.4

The Service Control Tower

The Service Control Tower level, also known as the last level in Figure 3.1, enables
the Service Control Tower to act as a platform that controls the supply chain on
servitization principles. In other words, decision-making is based upon service offerings for (end) users in the Service Control Tower. We define the step towards
servitization as the last step, in contrast to Verma et al. (2020), which states that the
usage of SLA’s should take place on Level 2, even before the introduction of decision support of autonomous control. In our opinion, we see servitization only as a
possibility when the Service Control Tower has an actual influence on the decisions
in the supply chain. Without it, one could not optimize the decision making based
upon service contracts. Next to that, the use of service contracts requires a change
in business philosophy, one that shifts the organizations from delivering products to
delivering services. This change in business philosophy should also introduce the
willingness to be paid or penalized based upon service performance.
For the Service Control Tower, the result is that the architecture evolves into a
service-oriented architecture. This is in line with the earlier stated architecture by
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Topan et al. (2020). SLA’s are the core of decision making in the Service Control
Tower, and of course, the name for the Service Control Tower was partially based
upon. However, in the last step towards a fully functional Service Control Tower,
supply chain partners must undertake the following steps to end up with a Service
Control Tower.
1. Determine the business processes, goals and models eligible for service contracts
2. Propose, design and agree upon service contracts as a legal basis for performancebased service delivery
3. Implement the Service Level Agreements in the Service Control Tower environment
4. Reconstruct the IT architecture such that the Service Control Tower supports
(automated) service delivery
5. Implement the servitization in operations
6. Learn from feedback mechanisms in the Service Control Tower to improve
service delivery
First, organizations involved need to determine the processes in the supply chain
they want to operate based upon service delivery. One should link this with the individual organizational strategy, which should be the basis of decisions made in
this context. If partners in the supply chain agree upon service delivery, the supply chain context with the service delivery performance measurement should be
constructed. These Service Level Agreements should form the basis for decisionmaking in the Service Control Tower. One should keep in mind that this requires a
different service-oriented architecture in the system itself. Implementing the servitization in operations and learning from feedback mechanisms should be ongoing
while using the Service Control Tower.
To conclude this section, we want to emphasize that the road towards a fully
functioning Service Control Tower is challenging. Organizations that collaborate in
the supply chain can only develop a Service Control Tower until a certain level.
However, this might lead to the underutilization of the IT architecture that has been
constructed. On the contrary, developing a well-equipped Service Control Tower
could also generate new business opportunities for organizations. We will address
the Service Control Tower as a Service in the next chapter. The following section
focuses upon the earlier described dilemmas organizations face in developing a
Service Control Tower.
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Dilemma’s in Service Control Tower development

In the previous two sections, we described supply chain partners’ collaboration steps
to a fruitful collaboration. We also showed the four levels that could be taken logically when developing a Service Control Tower. In sessions, discussions and workshops within the Marconi consortium, different stakeholders have raised issues and
dilemmas they (expect to) face when constructing a Service Control Tower environment. This section discusses these dilemmas and relates them towards the earlier
described collaboration tool and Service Control Tower levels.
Pan (2006) already recognizes in his paper that decisions makers consistently
face dilemmas in software engineering projects. Organizations could be helped by
making them aware of the different dilemmas that are faced in such projects. One
of the dilemmas recognized in literature is on usability and security; more usable
software usually has fewer hurdles in terms of accessibility because of security [75].
Solving these dilemmas in a supply-chain context demands intensive collaboration
and clear communication. Balliet (2010) states that good communication enhances
cooperation and might solve these dilemmas. In the first place, dilemmas like the
Prisoner’s dilemma might seem inefficient and a waste of resources. On the contrary, Scalet (2006) argues that Prisoner’s dilemmas should be preserved, as they
can create an opportunity for cooperation and guard the ethical norms of the market.
In our opinion, a Prisoner’s dilemma should not be preserved in supply chain situations in which optimizations are clear cut. However, we agree on the line that they
could provide an exciting opportunity for cooperation. In this chapter, we already
explore such dilemmas, such that supply chain players already indicate the potential
dilemmas they might face. First, we discuss in Section 3.2.1 the two main types of
dilemmas, technical and business dilemmas. Next, we discuss in Section 3.2.2 the
dilemmas we recognize, and last but not least link them in Section 3.2.3 towards the
collaboration tool and Service Control Tower levels and give potential architectural
examples for some dilemmas.

3.2.1

Technical and Business dilemmas

During workshops and discussions, we encountered multiple dilemmas that we can
categorize into two categories. The first ones are technical dilemmas. Technical
dilemmas we define as dilemmas that generally refer to technical aspects of an artefact of interest, the Service Control Tower in our case. Technical dilemmas usually
involve architectural aspects of the hardware or software of the system of interest
(e.g. on the semantic standard or data storage). The other type of dilemmas we
could distillate are business dilemmas. Business dilemmas are dilemmas encoun-
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Dilemma

Option A

Option B

Classification

Step in collaboration tool

Control Tower Development
Ownership
Leadership
Intellectual property
Data Ownership
Cost of Control Tower
Cost calculation

In-house
Centralized
Lead company in consortium
Shared
Single organization
Transaction based
Transparant

Outsourced
Decentralized
Independent
Partially owned
Distributed
Subscription based
Black Box (Individually determined)

Technical + Business
Business
Business
Business
Technical + Business
Business
Business

Control Tower generalization

Generic

Tailor-made

Technical

Sharing mechanisms
API Service Access
Community Building
SLA Execution / Collaboration
Data Standards
Data Sharing/Gathering
Data Security
Data Storage
Data Quality
Decision Making
Optimization Techniques

Legal determined
Open API
Open
Rule-based (Smart Contracts)
Single
Real-time
Encryption only
Centralized
Cleaned data
Centralized
Exact (OR)

Algorithmic determined
Closed API
Closed
Trust-based
Multiple
On-demand
Blockchain
Decentralized/Distributed
Raw data
Decentralized
Self-Learning (ML)

Technical + Business
Technical
Business
Technical + Business
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical + Business
Technical

Partner Selection
Governance
Governance
Governance
Governance
Governance
Governance
Design of physical,
finance and information flows
Value creation and gain sharing
Entry & exit rules
Entry & exit rules
Collaboration agreement
Logistics and financial data harmonisation
Datasharing & IT integration
Datasharing & IT integration
Datasharing & IT integration
Datasharing & IT integration
Collaborative planning & control
Collaborative planning & control

SCT Level
neccessary
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
1
0
3
0
0
0
0
1
2
2

Table 3.1: Overview of all Service Control Tower dilemmas
tered in the business processes surrounding the collaboration and creation of an
artefact (e.g., ownership and leadership in such a collaboration). These dilemmas
are usually faced in the professional activities that supply chain partners undertake
to reach an agreement with the help of discussion, co-creation and negotiation.
However, these types of dilemmas do not exist in isolation. It could be the case
that a dilemma has elements of both a technical and business dilemma, such that
there are three possibilities in the end. Technical, business and technical + business
dilemmas. We use these three classifications to categorize the different types of
dilemmas we retrieved from supply chain partners.

3.2.2

Dilemmas and architectural examples

During the discussions, workshops and meetings with supply chain partners in the
MARCONI project, we retrieved multiple dilemmas (see Appendix A for the methodology), which resulted in 19 dilemmas. First, we give the dilemmas and the options
organizations can take, our classification of the dilemma and the linkage with the
collaboration tool and Service Control Tower levels. Then, we discuss all of the
dilemmas in order as they concisely appear in the collaboration tool. For some, we
give architectural examples in the decisions making between the two alternatives.
Last but not least, we link all the dilemmas in a picture with the collaboration tool
earlier discussed.
Control Tower Development
The first dilemma that supply chain partners encounter is deciding who will develop
the Control Tower environment. Usually, this decision already occurs at the first level
of the Service Control Tower but can also be revisited at higher levels. The main
questions that supply chain partners should ask themselves is whether they want to
develop these solutions in-house or want to outsource them. Some participants in
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collaborations would see an opportunity to build software and keep the intellectual
property created or gain knowledge as an advantage. On the contrary, software
development is expensive and requires specialized knowledge from a business and
technical perspective. Moreover, most organizations use software from specialized
software companies (e.g., ERP systems, Business Intelligence solutions, et cetera)
and have already invested in specific IT solutions. This so-called vendor lock-in
might even reduce alternatives in software developers that could be an option for
outsourcing.
In the end, organizations in the collaboration need to determine which IT solutions they currently have and which potential they see in developing a Control Tower
solution themselves or outsourcing it. These discussions are strategic. Individual
organizations need to determine whether developing such a solution is one of the
organization’s core competencies. However, this does not mean that the decisions
are static; different parties can develop different environment parts.
Ownership
The second dilemma is regarding the ownership of the Service Control Tower.
This is one of the many governance dilemmas faced by organizations in a supply
chain collaboration. When designing the collaboration, one of the first aspects is
ownership of the Service Control Tower environment. Two options are available for
the ownership of the Service Control Tower; either it can be centralized (i.e., there
is a single entity or organization that has full ownership), or it is decentralized (i.e.,
multiple organizations own certain aspects or parts of the environment). Both cases
have their benefits and pitfalls.
The first option, centralized ownership, can be seen in the architectural example
in Figure 3.2∗ . The example shows that a single organization controls the whole Service Control Tower environment. Ownership of the single central organization can
be distributed between the different organizations involved, following a set of rules.
The alternative is shown in Figure 3.3. We see a Service Control Tower environment, but it is owned by all the organizations involved, based on the environment’s
aspects. A benefit of centralized ownership is the stability; there is no discussion
about legal ownership. On the contrary, it could also be a barrier for organizations
to collaborate, as they want to keep control of a specific part of their systems.
Leadership
The third dilemma, and again one regarding the governance aspect of the collaboration, is regarding the leadership in a Service Control Tower environment. Leadership
is an essential aspect of collaboration, as the leading organization usually sets out
the tone for collaboration. Two options are available for supply chain partners, a
See https://pubs.opengroup.org/architecture/archimate3-doc/ for the latest Archimate specification on how to read Archimate models
∗
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Figure 3.2: Centralized ownership example.
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Figure 3.3: Decentralized ownership example.
leading organization is assigned, or leadership is more on an independent and case
to case basis. Selecting a leading organization creates a clear responsibility for that
same organization but could also cause a conflict of interest. Usually, organizations
in a supply chain collaboration should select a lead organization that has no conflict
with the consortium’s interest as a whole but also not with individual organizations
in the consortium.
Setting a more independent modus operandi in terms of leadership could strengthen
the individual qualities of organizations involved. However, deeming the role of leadership as more organic could also cause problems in terms of responsibility. Illdefined leadership could result in discussions about accountability and reliability.
Organizations in a collaboration should get these discussions on in an early stage
of the Service Control Tower design process.
Intellectual property
The dilemma on Intellectual Property is a dilemma related to the ownership dilemma
described earlier. However, this dilemma is broader because knowledge is created
on aspects related to the collaboration. Therefore, a consortium should define upfront which intellectual property from or brought in during the collaboration is shared
or partially (individually) owned.
The first case is that intellectual property is shared within partners taking place
in the collaboration. In such a situation, the sharing of intellectual property is on
the liberal side, granting access to all partners’ knowledge. On the contrary, partially sharing intellectual property is more defensive, with the hindsight of keeping a
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knowledge advantage. However, both options are not exclusive; supply chain partners can opt for different approaches in the collaboration on a case to case basis. To
conclude, before the Control Tower is constructed, the consortium needs to decide
how the sharing of intellectual property is taking place.
Data Ownership
Data Ownership is a hot topic, as data are seen as a new resource for future growth
and the key to the Industry 4.0 revolution. However, participants in collaboration often hesitate to share data between partners partially because they are afraid to lose
ownership of their data and confidentiality. The discussion of who owns which data in
a supply chain collaboration is essential for a successful collaboration. Van Alstyne
et al. (1995) describe that many centralization and standardization projects have
failed because of the data ownership issue. Rewarding individuals for creating and
providing data is required for sharing; giving individuals data ownership is the most
optimal way to provide them with an incentive to do so [95]. A potential way to distinguish the ownership of data is given by [101]. Participatory data is data for which
multiple organizations have contributed in one way or another. Non-participatory
data is data for which only a single organization has contributed. Participatory data
should have shared ownership based upon the contribution of individual organizations. Non-participatory data should stay owned by the organization from which the
data originates [101].
We see two possible data ownership decisions. One is single ownership, in which
only a single organization is the owner of the data. Therefore, access to the data
should be provided by the organization controlling the ownership. The alternative
is a distributed data ownership in the collaboration. Different organizations own a
part or parts of the data. Again, these two alternatives do not need to be exclusive,
i.e., an organization can choose to own some data together (e.g., participatory data)
while keeping specific data within a single organization (e.g., non-participatory data).
Cost of Control Tower
One of the two governance dilemma’s related to cost is the cost of the Service
Control Tower environment. Running and maintaining a Control Tower will not be
without financial support. Therefore, the collaboration partners need to determine
how participants and users of the Control Tower contribute towards the cost aspect.
Usually, this should be decided upon before constructing the environment itself.
We see two potential options for Control Tower users to select. The first one is
a transaction-based cost model. In this case, users are asked to compensate for
particular services or usage of the Control Tower. This could also be in the case of
triggering a set of rules based upon optimization. On the other side, subscriptionbased models can create a more stable source of income for the collaboration.
In such a model, participants are asked to compensate for the development and
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Figure 3.4: Transparent cost example.
maintenance costs of the environment based on a monthly or yearly subscription.
Supply chain partners should discuss the way they are compensating for the costs
in the collaboration.
Cost calculation
The last dilemma in the governance face of collaboration is the cost calculation
dilemma. Running a Service Control Tower environment for without is like having
free lunch; both are non-existent. However, when discussing the issue of cost calculation, we recognize two potential solutions. The first one is a transparent solution,
displayed in Figure 3.4. Here, the rules for the computation of costs are transparent,
including precise estimates and rules surrounding the computation of costs. All are
accessible by the supply chain players.
The alternative is to have a black box computation (i.e., the cost estimation is
done by an individual organization which does not give any insight/transparency
in the method) of the costs. This we display in Figure 3.5. Here, supply chain
players can access the financial data from the Service Control Tower environment
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Figure 3.5: Black box cost example.
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but compute based upon their own rules and discuss how to settle afterwards. Both
have benefits and downsides. However, both are feasible, as long as organizations
in the collaboration are clear on their wishes and goals.
Control Tower generalization
The first tactical dilemma not related to governance that we encounter in the collaboration is the generalization of the Control Tower solution. This is a technical dilemma,
which is faced while designing the physical, financial and information flows. Currently, multiple IT service providers offer a ready-made environment (i.e., large IT
companies that usually offer ERP systems). However, there are also IT companies
that offer to build a Service Control Tower based upon the wishes of an individual
customer.
Therefore we see two potential alternatives. One is a generic solution, which
large IT companies usually offer. The benefit of these solutions is that they are
tested on a larger scale and generally have good support. The only downside is that
the collaboration consortium needs to fit the solution within their set of requirements.
The alternative, a tailor-made solution, can be made solely in the context and based
upon the requirements of the consortium. The downside here is that tailor-made
solutions are often more expensive and need more extensive support from the IT
software provider. Therefore, the consortium should decide early in the collaboration
which solution has their preference.
Sharing mechanisms
If benefits are visible from the interference of the Control Tower in the supply chain,
organizations that collaborate want to share these benefits in one way or another.
This is usually a dilemma that will be faced in a stage of the Control Tower in which
the system has a form of control over the supply chain. Therefore, when the Service
Control Tower is only yet at the Tower level, it is not needed to have a sharing
mechanism in place.
We see two potential sharing mechanisms; one is a legally determined variant, another is based on the algorithmic determination. The earlier one is a set
of rules into a legally binding contract used when benefits are shared. The latter
option is to create an algorithm based on rules to determine the specific amounts
shared through the system. Sharing here is not exclusively financial but could also
be intellectual property or a data set. A legal determined sharing mechanism would
provide supply chain partners with a legally binding option to share benefits, while
the algorithmic option is more flexible. We advise organizations in a supply chain
collaboration to start discussions before achieving the Control Tower level.
API Service Access
API’s have changed the way we build IT infrastructures. As described by [88], the
API economy is growing and is becoming ”the backbone of the Web, cloud, mobile
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and machine learning applications.”. There is a high probability that the Service
Control Tower will contain API services within a supply chain collaboration. These
API services will be available when a Tower has been built (i.e., the environment
has visibility in the supply chain). Supply chain players collaborating need to decide
whether they open this API for usage by external parties or keep it closed.
The first option, an open API, would offer a unique opportunity for the consortium
to offer the environment as a service to external parties. They are also creating
a business opportunity for additional revenue. The second option, a closed API,
creates more stability and security in the system. They keep the services only for
participants in the collaboration and reduce overall costs for the system’s upkeep.
Supply chain partners need to discuss whether they want to (partially) open or close
the API in the collaboration tool’s entry & exit rules section.
Community Building
The last dilemma faced in the design phase of the collaboration tool for the Service
Control Tower is community building. The supply chain players in the collaboration
need to determine how the rules of extending or leaving the consortium will occur
from a business point of view. Therefore, this must be determined from a business
perspective before a Service Control Tower environment is constructed.
Two options are available; there is an open community or a closed one. The first
option means that the consortium has a more transparent approach to newcomers;
external supply chain players are invited to join based upon loosely defined rules.
Resulting in a more dynamic consortium, but one that can be less stable because
of the more liberal approach. On the contrary, a closed community is an option as
well. This could create more trust and build better relations between supply chain
partners, leading to missed opportunities for adding potential new partners. Again,
both options are not exclusive, but the consortium needs to determine upfront which
strategy they opt to use for community building.
SLA Execution / Collaboration
A unique dilemma is that of the SLA Execution / Collaboration one. When servitization occurs, organizations usually create Service Level Agreements to store service delivery and compensation rules. This discussion only occurs when a Service
Control Tower is at the desired level in Service Control Tower development. We
align this dilemma with the eighth step in which companies need to set up a collaboration agreement in the collaboration process. We see again two alternatives that
organizations can take to come to SLA execution.
The first one is visualized in Figure 3.6. In this example, smart contracts are
utilized in the Service Control Tower. A smart contract is based upon a set of rules
from a legally binding contract that is automatically executed to confirm these rules.
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Figure 3.6: SLA Smart Contracting example.
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Figure 3.7: SLA Trust based example.
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The benefit of such an approach is that it leaves no room for discussion and directly
executes the contractual obligations. The downsides are that there is little room
for flexibility and negotiations. The alternative, displayed in Figure 3.7, offers this
flexibility as it is more trust-based. In this case, organizations check for the service
performance themselves and negotiate and discuss whether this is sufficient, based
upon the Service Level Agreement. The benefit is, as said, flexibility, but could also
end up in endless discussions. Organizations need to decide which of these two
they give the benefit of the doubt.
Data Standards
When organizations in a supply chain collaboration want to harmonize their logistics
and financial data, they must decide upon the data standard(s) they apply. This
is a technical dilemma usually faced in the early stage of Service Control Tower
development (i.e., at the Foundation level.), which mainly concerns the linking of
IT-based upon semantics. In this dilemma, data is critical, but as stated by Groth
(2013): ”most big data does not come fully formed in one monolithic bloc but is
instead smaller pieces combined.”. Thus, we see two options that supply chain
partners can take. One is based on a single data standard, and the alternative is to
have multiple data standards within the Service Control Tower.
Having a single data standard has the advantage that the consortium has a common language in data sharing. This reduces potential misconceptions surrounding
data but could increase the investment needed upfront to adhere to the single data
standard. Having multiple data standards offers flexibility, also in terms of the data
standards used by individual organizations. On the contrary, they also increase data
harmonization that needs to take place behind the scenes. This could, in its turn,
lead to a higher cost and misunderstandings because of incorrect transformations.
Supply chain partners need to decide in the early stages of the Service Control
Tower development which data standard(s) (well-known data standards are open
trip, EDIMAR and MTML in maritime) they will adhere to and how they occur.
Data Sharing/Gathering
Data sharing is an important dilemma. As such, we will discuss this further as part
of the Data Sharing Dilemma in Chapter 4. However, the dilemma of data sharing is
wider. In the phase in which Data sharing IT integration is the main topic, a decision
needs to be made about how data is shared. From a theoretical perspective, issues
surrounding safe sharing of data are addressed (e.g., [57], [55], [34], [59]). The
dilemma faced is whether data sharing and data gathering take place in real-time or
only on-demand.
Real-time data sharing and gathering have the advantage that loads of data can
be retrieved instantly but can cause data processing and storage issues. Next to
that, internet technology needs to be fast in order to facilitate real-time data sharing.
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On the other hand, on-demand data sharing/gathering is much more interval-based
and therefore lowers the technical requirements in terms of speed. Nevertheless, it
could be problematic if supply chain participants want to track their supply chain in
real-time. The trade-off in this dilemma is that the need for real-time data processing
outweighs the costs in terms of speed and storage.
Data Security
Data security is a hot topic but also a crucial dilemma to get right. Not having sufficient protection in a supply chain collaboration system could lead to hacks, malware
or breaches. Major security issues are data loss, data breaches, malicious insiders,
insecure interfaces, hijacking and denial of service [2]. Therefore, data security is a
must to invest in, definitely in a Service Control Tower environment.
We see two potential alternatives; one is more of a baseline option, encryption
only. Whatever is the situation, encryption needs to be part of the system, as essential information and data need to be encrypted. The question is, how advanced
does the encryption need to be? Simple encryption algorithms are usually sufficient
for base protection. However, if trust in the network is an issue, one could store data
securely in the blockchain. The blockchain alternative does need a more significant
commitment of the consortium to set up but could protect data from security issues.
Partners in the supply chain need to discuss which level of security is needed in
which context. However, a basic level of encryption should always be the standard.
Data Storage
Data storage is the following dilemma that is faced by organizations collaborating in
the supply chain. Data needs to be stored on a piece of hardware, but this piece
of hardware could be located anywhere in the world. Therefore we recognize two
alternatives for data storage in a Service Control Tower. The first option is centralized storage. In this solution, one place contains all server hardware and storage
facilities to store the data. The alternative is decentralized (e.g. cloud storage). In
such a case, data is stored at different locations for different purposes.
For the centralized option, the benefit is that data is physically available in one
place, creating easier access and a simpler access mechanism. On the contrary, if
the server hosting the data goes down, the whole system goes down. A decentralized option has the benefit that it is much harder to take down at once but also is
more vulnerable for attacks and should be managed more thoroughly. Decentralized
data storage can be in the blockchain (e.g. [80], [52]), or in the cloud (e.g., [23], [54],
[56], [66], [73], [76]).
Data Quality
The last dilemma faced in terms of the Data sharing IT integration is on data quality.
Data is usually raw, and the quality of the data is often mediocre. Therefore, supply
chain partners need to think about the level of quality necessary, as data quality has
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Figure 3.8: Centralized decision making example.
an impact on decision making [25]. Data quality is usually built-up of components
like accuracy, completeness, redundancy, readability, accessibility, availability, consistency, etcetera [14]. We define two alternatives for data quality that supply chain
partners need to choose.
The first one is cleaned data; in this case, organizations on the collaboration will
clean their data sources for use in the Service Control Tower environment. As a
benefit, this will make life easier in retrieving information from this same source of
data. On the contrary, data cleaning is an intensive task, which requires specialized
knowledge. The alternative is to incorporate raw data, which offers the possibility of
looking at pure data instead of cleaned data. Finding outliers could be more accessible when having raw data available, but extracting information needs an additional
cleaning step within the system. We expect supply chain organizations to discuss
the necessary condition for data quality early in the collaboration.
Decision Making
One of the two dilemmas related to collaborative planning control is decision
making. When operating a Service Control Tower environment, a decision needs
to be made. However, who is going to make which decision under certain circum-
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Figure 3.9: Decentralized decision making example.
stances? This could be problematic if no decision is made on this dilemma. Therefore, we recognize two possibilities, centralized decision making or decentralized
decision making.
The first one is centralized decision making, displayed in Figure 3.8. In this case,
organizations create a centralized structure in which a single entity, or in this case,
software component, decides what is optimal in which situation. Usually, centralized decision making with complete information is optimal; however, a high level of
trust and cooperation is needed to set up such a decision-making structure. The
alternative is decentralized decision making, pictured in Figure 3.9. Decentralized
decision making gives the individual organization more autonomy but could result in
a sub-optimal solution. Therefore, organizations need to decide in a trade-off how
much autonomy they are willing to give up in order to retrieve better supply chain
results coordinated by a central entity.
Optimization Techniques
Last but not least, we discuss the dilemma regarding optimization techniques. When
a Service Control Tower has been constructed and control is available in the system, supply chain partners need to decide on the optimization techniques regarding
planning and control. In the end, an Service Control Tower environment is there
to optimize the service supply chain, so optimization techniques are necessary to
implement.
We recognize two options that are dominant in current practices. The first one is
related to Exact methods (Operations Research); these are more traditional methods that use linear programming. Operations Research is computationally hard and
needs manual adjustment based upon the context applied. However, these algorithms can give exact results. The alternative we see are Learning algorithms (Ma-
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Figure 3.10: Supply Chain Collaboration Tool with aligned dilemmas.
chine Learning); this approach can learn patterns and optimizations from big data
sets. Benefits are that these models can learn incredibly quickly but can, on the
contrary, get stuck in local optima. Therefore, supply chain partners need to decide
in specific contexts which optimization techniques are optimal.

3.2.3

The Collaboration Tool and levels of Service Control Towers linked with the different dilemmas

In this last section, we discuss the link of the dilemmas described in the earlier
section. Partially, we have already discussed the link with the collaboration tool
provided and different levels of Service Control Towers. However, in this section,
we summarize and visualize the link to the collaboration tool and different levels of
Service Control Tower.
We start with the collaboration tool, as is visible in Table 3.1; we have 19 dilemmas, aligning with nine different steps of the collaboration tool. One dilemma takes
place during the identification phase. Ten dilemmas occur during the collaboration
design; the remaining eight dilemmas occur in the third phase, the implementation
phase. We have not identified dilemmas in the evaluation phase. The step with the
most dilemmas is the Governance step in the Design phase, having six dilemmas
from the different steps in the collaboration tool. The second step in the collaboration
tool in terms of most dilemmas is Data sharing IT integration. Finally, we visualize
the dilemmas linked to the Supply Chain Collaboration Tool in Figure 3.10.
Next, we discuss the dilemmas linked to the levels of the Service Control Tower.
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Figure 3.11: Foundation and Tower level dilemmas.

Figure 3.12: Control Tower and Service Control Tower level dilemmas.
From the 19 dilemmas, thirteen occur during the first stage of Control Tower development at the Foundation level. Two dilemmas occur at the first level, the Tower
level. We display the first two Service Control Tower levels and a selection of their
dilemmas in Figure 3.11.
The Control Tower identifies three dilemmas for level two (Sharing Mechanisms,
Decision Making and Optimization Techniques). For the last level, the Service Control Tower, we only identify the dilemma of SLA Execution / Collaboration. Again, we
visualize these two levels and their corresponding dilemmas in Figure 3.12.
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Conclusion and discussion

To conclude, in this chapter, we have looked at the different design dilemmas that
organizations encounter in developing a Service Control Tower environment. First,
we discussed the supply chain tool by Dinalog, the different phases in collaboration
and the stages that organizations chronologically need to tackle. Next, we stated
four levels of the Service Control Tower, starting at the Foundation level and ending
up at the complete Service Control Tower. They all have a unique set of activities
that organizations need to undertake to construct the desired system of interest.
The central part of this chapter is the different dilemmas that we identified. In
total, we recognize nineteen dilemmas that organizations encounter in the process
of collaboration and Service Control Tower development. Most of these nineteen
dilemmas occur in the early stages of the supply chain collaboration tool. Thirteen of
the nineteen dilemmas are faced when at the Foundation level of the Service Control
Tower. Therefore, organizations should emphasize the early stages of collaboration,
as the most important decisions must be taken there. We discussed the different
alternatives for each dilemma, and for some, we presented architectural examples.
However, our dilemmas and this chapter are merely a result of exploratory research within the MARCONI context. In other words, we have only identified dilemmas based upon discussions and a workshop within the current consortium. Next,
we only gave four architectural examples on constructing the environment surrounding the dilemmas, while there are also architectural examples for the other dilemmas
described. Next, we envision that the dilemmas are not set in stone, i.e., they will
change over time based on changing circumstances and supply chain conditions.
Last but not least, we think that a combination of the supply chain collaboration
tool, the levels of the Service Control Tower we defined, and the dilemmas explored
could help organizations in collaboration structure their discussions and make decisions more balanced. Overall, we predict that if organizations fail to face these
decisions early, the collaboration rate diminishes. In the end, collaborations are
based upon good communication; this chapter could be the cornerstone of successful collaboration and could help in communication.
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Chapter 4

The Data Sharing Dilemma: A Game
Theoretical Exploration
4.1

Introduction

Data are seen as the new gold and as one of the drivers of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. However, to obtain the benefits of computational techniques like Machine
Learning and Mathematical Optimization, data need to be fed into well-designed
algorithms. In practice, sharing data between organizations is heavily debated. Organizations usually protect their interests and business information, but opportunities arise that offer them possibilities to benefit individually from inter-organizational
cooperation.
In 1966, Kaufman [53] already envisioned a world in which organizations should
use new opportunities like networking capabilities to cross organizational boundaries. Later, this led to the conceptualization of the inter-organizational information
sharing system, “a general term referring to systems that involve resources shared
between two or more organizations” [12]. However, “both academia and industry
observers have long been concerned about the continued slow, painful process and
many cases of failure to realize the performance value of IOS (inter-organizational
systems) [103]”.
This chapter analyses the Data Sharing Dilemma. A game-theoretical dilemma
in which two partners in a supply chain may cooperate by sharing data. They need
to decide on whether to (not) share data within the collaboration. Their shared data
feed a Machine Learning algorithm that should improve the decision-making process
and resource allocation in both companies’ supply chains. We model this problem as
a non-cooperative Frequency-Dependent (FD) game; the reasons for that are twofold. First, a non-cooperative game focuses on the individual rewards of a partner.
Second, the Frequency-Dependent aspect can incorporate a learning function. In
the end, we use this model to answer the question “Is it individually rational to share
57
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data/knowledge between organizations?”.
We start this chapter with an introduction to the relevant literature and context
on inter-organizational systems, knowledge and data sharing in a game-theoretical
context. We continue in Section 4.3 by introducing our game-theoretical model,
which we call the Data Sharing Dilemma. Section 4.4 will focus on an analysis of
the results. The last section, Section 4.5, will discuss the results of this chapter.

4.2

From the adoption of inter-organizational systems
to Data Sharing

The adoption of inter-organizational systems seems to be problematic. Chen et al.
(2014) describe that inter-organizational knowledge sharing is critical to maximizing
operational benefits. However, knowledge sharing can only occur when there is trust
by building a long-term partnership [24]. Therefore, constructing an environment
with a high level of trust is crucial to creating an inter-organizational system.
Trust can be divided into two aspects, the need for trust and the level of trust.
Gallivan & Depledge (2003) state that many organizations experience a gap between these two [40]. Bridging this gap is essential to adopt inter-organizational
systems and to maximize operational benefits. Therefore we look at the different
levels of trust that one could achieve. Panteli & Sockalingam (2005) describe three
levels of trust. Starting at the calculus-based trust, going to knowledge-based trust,
and finally, identification based trust [69]. Calculus-based trust can be seen as an
introductory level on which both actors have computed the costs and benefits. If
the benefits are larger than the costs, one could assume an incentive to explore the
relation from which data sharing could result.
Partners in a supply chain should be willing to share information, but they might
have strategic motives to protect data in reality. Premkumar (1995) states that trust
and true partnership should be the solution to this [71]. However, in the end, the
benefits should outweigh the downsides for supply chain partners when adopting
an inter-organizational system. For example, Zhang et al. (2016) describe that
inter-organizational ICT has a positive relation with supply chain performance while
intra-organizational ICT has no direct relation with supply chain performance [103].
On the contrary, Zhu et al. (2006) state that adoption costs are a significant barrier
to adoption [104].
Trust seems to be the cornerstone in the process of constructing and adopting
an inter-organizational system. As Panteli & Sockalingam (2005) set, calculating the
benefits and costs is necessary to start a relationship between partners in the supply
chain. The Data Sharing Dilemma should be seen as the first step to providing
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the calculus-based trust rationale (i.e., providing the Game Theoretical evidence).
Suppose at the forehand; we can analyze this rationale from a game-theoretical
perspective. In that case, we should clear the way for a trust-based relationship
between two supply chain partners. The Data Sharing Dilemma is the first step in
looking into individual players’ rational benefits while (not) sharing data.
However, to analyze this situation, we need literature that gives an (empirical)
indication (i.e., derived from a practical situation)of the game-theoretical context.
Arsenyan et al. (2015) use a Nash Bargaining approach to incorporate aspects
like trust, coordination, co-learning, and co-innovation dimensions in a collaborative
product development environment [8]. Their models confirm that trust is a significant aspect of these projects. A cooperative approach of collaborating by sharing
was taken by Lozano (2012). Their results state that not all organizations benefit equally when sharing information. Organizations that have more value to gain
from cooperating usually have a lower value input in the collaboration [60]. This
article confirms our earlier assumptions on the issues surrounding the adoption of
inter-organizational systems and the role of trust. However, for the empirical game
theoretical context, we look at other papers.
First, we see that Ho et al. (2011) model the sharing of knowledge as a simple
’share or not share’ decision [43]. Shih et al. (2006) model the sharing of knowledge and information as a Prisoner’s Dilemma type of game; however, empirical
evidence is not provided by the authors [81]. Samieh & Wahba (2007) found empirical evidence that the game can be best characterized as a Prisoner’s Dilemma in
a situation of sharing knowledge. Therefore confirming the model from Shih et al.
(2006). On the contrary, Chua (2003) states that based on his research, knowledge
sharing should be represented by the assurance type of game (a particular version
of the better known Stag Hunt type ∗ ) [26]. The results might be contradicting, but
offer us the possibility to further research both effects in this chapter. Therefore we
use the earlier described games (i.e., the Prisoner’s Dilemma and the Stag Hunt) as
a basic building block to design the game payoffs on.

4.3

The Data Sharing Dilemma

In this section, we model the Data Sharing Dilemma. This model is based upon
findings in the literature described in the previous section. With the Data Sharing Dilemma model, we should be able to answer whether data sharing is rational.
We build this model as a non-cooperative game, more specifically as a FrequencyDependent (FD) game [49], we explain how this is constructed and under which
∗

See Figure 4.10
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assumptions, first. Next, we build the function that represents a Machine Learning algorithm, which directly influences the payoffs. Finally, the game needs to be
analysed, methods that we use for analyses are discussed.

4.3.1

The Data Sharing Dilemma Game

Adopting the inter-organizational system is problematic, and sharing data between
supply chain players is essential to adopt such systems. However, no literature is
available on sharing data in a context between supply chain players trying to optimize a Machine Learning algorithm. Hypothetically speaking, this Machine Learning algorithm is available to both players and optimizes their decision-making by
learning from the shared data of the players. However, the prerequisite is that an
inter-organizational system should be in place, including the Machine Learning algorithm, which both players can use. We recognize that without adopting such an
environment, sharing of the data cannot occur. In other words, if the players are not
using the system, they will also not share data with the system. On the other side, if
we can already indicate what behaviour users of such a system in terms of sharing
will depict, adoption may (not) be accelerated based upon the perceived benefits.
Additionally, the trust could be created by analyzing this context, which we could link
to calculus-based trust being the first step, as recognized by Pantelli & Sockalingam
(2005) [69].
We model the situation as a non-cooperative game, as it allows us to analyze
this situation from an individual rational perspective only. Therefore, the assumption is that even after constructing an inter-organizational system, two supply chain
players will decide whether to share data. A one-shot non-cooperative game would
imply that both players have exactly one moment in time at which they can take the
decision. However, in reality, this decision could be taken in multiple instances in
time. Hence, we formulate the game as a Repeated Game; thus, players can make
decisions over an infinite time horizon.
The problem with the Repeated Game approach is that payoffs in the game are
fixed, i.e. the players can only receive payoffs within a specific interval. These
payoffs cannot be altered based upon (earlier) decisions by the players. In terms
of sharing data with a Machine Learning algorithm, one could argue that if the
data are shared with such an algorithm, decision making in the players’ context
is improved, resulting in more significant payoffs for both players. Similar phenomena were tackled by Brenner & Witt (2003), who came up with the concept of a
Frequency-Dependent (FD) game [21]. The foundation of FD-games was further
laid by Joosten et al. (2003) [49].
The topic of FD games has seen an expansion that is best described by Joosten
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& Samuel (2020), in which Stochastic Games have FD-functions incorporated, also
for the transition probabilities between game states [48]. However, with the sake of
simplicity in mind, we keep the Data Sharing Dilemma as simple as possible. On
the other side, we acknowledge that this could result in oversimplification, which
cannot capture all important aspects. Nevertheless, we see this model as a first
step in understanding the dynamics in the context that we sketch. According to the
typology of Joosten & Samuel (2020), our game is a standard FD game, i.e. the
game has Constant Transition Probabilities, and Endogenous Stage Payoffs [48].
The latter is applied to influence the payoffs with the help of a (Machine) Learning
function.
To construct the basis for the game, we look at the literature. As described earlier,
two dominant types of non-cooperative games are described. One has characteristics of the Prisoner’s Dilemma, as defined by Chua (2003). The other could be
classified as a Stag Hunt game described by Samieh & Wahba (2007). We use both
to provide exciting results, but first, we set the stage for the game.

4.3.2

Mathematical basis

We build up the game with three building blocks that form the basis for the Data
Sharing Dilemma. First, we introduce the basic payoffs of the game (i.e., Prisoner’s Dilemma Type and Stag Hunt Type). Second, we link the game with a
Frequency-Dependent function which represents the Machine Learning function. In
other words, the actions that players take in the game ((not) sharing data) influence
the amount of data learned by the function. Last but not least, we incorporate a
benefit function, which impacts the amount of learning for an individual player based
on the origin of the data. A chronological summary of the different building blocks
can be found in Figure 4.1.
Building Block 1: Basic payoffs game
We start by designing the basic payoffs of the game. Two players play the Data
Sharing Dilemma. Player 1 (2) is the row (column) player and plays strategy π (σ).
Both players can randomize and therefore play mixed strategies. The game takes
place in a single state FD-game (i.e., a game in which the players operate within one
game context). For the rest of the mathematical notation, we adhere to the notations
described by Harmelink & Joosten (2020)[42]. We will explain the concepts further
in the chapter.
Rtk (π, σ), is a stochastic variable depending on the materialised strategy pair
(π, σ) at stage t. As said earlier, the Data Sharing Dilemma has two variants in
terms of basic payoffs. One that portrays the elements of a Prisoner’s Dilemma, the
other a Stag Hunt type of game. We assume that it is highly unattractive to share
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Figure 4.1: Building Blocks of the Data Sharing Dilemma.

Mathematical
Letters/Symbols
γk
t
Rtk
π
σ
P
Q
T
xt
X
θS
P rπ,σ
F Dit
v
ρzk
φ
µ

Description
Average reward for player k, k = 1, 2
Current period in time t ∈ N
Expected payoff of player k at time t
Strategy played by player 1, π ∈ Rn
Strategy played by player 2, σ ∈ Rm
Strategy matrix of player 1, P ∈ Rn × Rm
Strategy matrix of player 2, Q ∈ Rm × Rn
Total number of periods of time T ∈ N
Relative frequency vector at time t
Relative frequency matrix
Payoff matrix of a stage game
Probability under strategy pair π, σ
FD function at time t with stage game type i
Threat point
The weighted rate of learning, type z for player k
Adoption rate of the inter-organizational system
The Machine Learning function accuracy
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Figure 4.2: Basic payoffs Prisoner’s Dilemma version.
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Figure 4.3: Basic payoffs Stag Hunt version.
data while the other player does not share it at a certain time. Therefore the payoff
for a player who shares data while the counterparty is not is the lower boundary
(i.e., the lowest possible payoff) of the game, set at 3. If both players are unwilling
to share data, the individual payoff will be slightly higher than the previous situation,
resulting in a payoff of 4. The differences between the Prisoner’s Dilemma game
and the Stag Hunt game lie in the payoffs when both persons share and when the
player who does not share benefits from the other player sharing. In the Prisoner’s
Dilemma, not sharing data while the other player does results in the highest payoff,
namely 8. In the Stag Hunt, the same situation results in a payoff of 6. The payoffs for
the situation in which both players share are then contrasting the earlier described
situation. The following payoff matrices (see Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3) for both
game types: player 1 is the row player, and player 2 is the column player.
In game theory, the concept of the Nash Equilibrium by Nash (1951) [67] is an
essential method of analysis to describe what rational decision-makers would do. A
Nash Equilibrium formalizes that no player can benefit by unilaterally (independent
of the opponents’ strategy) changing his strategy, i.e. the Nash Equilibrium is for an
individual player the best response to all the other players’ strategies that are also
part of the equilibrium.
Example pure Nash equilibrium Prisoner’s Dilemma
In the case of the Prisoner’s Dilemma, there is one pure Nash equilibrium. As the
game is symmetric, i.e., the game payoffs do not depend on individual players but
only on the strategies being played by the players. The result is that payoffs for the
players are also symmetric under individual strategy pairs. If the row player decides
to share, the column player’s best response is not to share. If the row player does
not share, the best response for the column player is again not sharing. As a result,
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Figure 4.4: Basic payoffs Prisoner’s Dilemma version with pure Nash equilibrium.
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Figure 4.5: Basic payoffs Stag Hunt version with pure Nash equilibria.
the column player will always opt not to share, no matter what the row player does.
As the game is symmetric, both players’ best pure response is not to share still,
resulting in a pure Nash equilibrium (Not Share, Not Share). We visualize the best
responses in Figure 4.4 with a X.
Example pure Nash equilibria Stag Hunt: In the Stag Hunt case, we again
have a symmetric game, but in this case, the payoffs are different, resulting in another interaction. When a player decides to share, the best response is also to
share. When a player chooses not to share, the best response is also not to share.
Therefore this game has two pure Nash equilibria (Share, Share) and (Not Share,
Not Share). Having two pure Nash equilibria further complicates the game dynamics, as the Nash equilibrium conditions make both results feasible. However, the
Nash equilibrium at (Not Share, Not Share) is risk dominant, i.e., if a player decides
to go for share as an action, there is a possibility that the opponent chooses to not
share, resulting in a lower payoff for the sharing player. A safer option would be to
always share in such a case, i.e., risk dominant.
As can be derived from Figures 4.4 and 4.5, the pure Nash Equilibria (NE) differ
for both types of games. For the Prisoner’s Dilemma, the unique pure NE is that
both players do not share. For the Stag Hunt game, there are two pure NE, one
when both players share and one when both players do not share. The pure NE
when both players share is Pareto efficient (i.e., no player can gain more without
the direct loss of another player). However, there is also a mixed equilibrium when
both players share with probability 31 and do not share with probability 23 . Although
the payoffs seem fixed, by introducing a Frequency-Dependent function later in this
chapter, we turn the game into an FD-game, while in the current form, it would have
been a Repeated Game. By turning the game into an FD game, the amount of
sharing is captured by an FD function and influences the payoffs. The FD function
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Figure 4.6: Conceptual Learning Curve in Machine Learning [70].
is, in our case, a representation of a Machine Learning function.

4.3.3

Construction of the Frequency-Dependent Functions and
Parameters

Building Block 2: Incorporate Machine Learning Function
This section describes the Frequency-Dependent functions as building blocks
that will alter the payoffs described previously. As conceptualized, the Data Sharing
Dilemma represents the situation in which two players may share data directly into
a Machine Learning algorithm that optimizes both decision-making.
Learning curves have different representations. Nevertheless, most follow a
generic pattern. The learning curve was early described by Hermann Ebbinghaus
in 1885 and can be at best conceptualized with the following image [100].
However, we should turn this conceptual function into one that we can represent
with a mathematical function and use within the game. Multiple candidates are
possible, but we opt for the following as the proposed function can change the slope.
The learning function is represented by µ(ρ), in which ρ is the weighted learning rate
(i.e., the amount of data from which the algorithm has learned, so more sharing of
data ends up in more learning).
µ(ρ) = b(1 −

a
)
ρ+a

Under which variable a influences the curvature of the function and variable b,
which gives the asymptote’s height. A lower value for a increases the steepness of
the curvature for low values of ρ. A higher value of a will result in a more straight
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line. We envision that this function should be within the following limits for further
use within the Data Sharing Dilemma.
0 ≤ µ(ρ) ≤ 1
0≤ρ≤ 1
We develop the game and the game functions as such that these limits should
be incorporated by design. Important for that are the variables a and b. Therefore, we set additional constraints on the values of these variables. The function
always reflects a learning function with a similar characteristic curve as in Figure
4.6. Therefore we impose the following constraints, such that† :
b>0
b−a=1
We use the function µ(ρ) in the Data Sharing Dilemma. The following example
will show Figure 4.6 represented by the function µ(ρ).
Example Learning Curve Function µ(ρ): For this example, we take a = 0.1 and
b = 1.1. Resulting in the following function:
µ(ρ) = 1.1(1 −

0.1
)
ρ + 0.1

As seen in Figure 4.7, the curvature of the function is similar to that in Figure 4.6. In
this case, ρ is the weighted learning rate, depending on the amount of shared data
(we will explain this later). If ρ = 0.1, then 10% of the total data available is learned.
This results in µ(0.1) = 0.55, which means that the accuracy of the Machine Learning
algorithm is 55%. For ρ = 0.9, i.e. 90% of the data is learned, results in µ(0.9) = 0.99,
i.e. the Machine Learning accuracy has reached 99%.
A better and more accurate Machine Learning algorithm could help supply chain
players better allocate (individual) resources in the supply chain. The Learning
Curve in Figure 4.7 is not directly suitable for use within the Data Sharing Dilemma.
In the Data Sharing Dilemma basic game, players only have the option to share or
not share. Their designs influence the amount of data being shared with the Machine Learning algorithm. However, we need to track the frequency of the number
of times players choose to share or not share their data.
Therefore we introduce the relative frequency vector x = (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ). The
relative frequency vector represents the relative frequency of play a game ends up
In reality, achieving a perfect accuracy in real-life Machine Learning applications is rarely feasible, however, the accuracy can get close to 1 (or 100%). Therefore we opt to set 1 as the asymptote.
†
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Figure 4.7: The Data Sharing Dilemma Learning Curve represented by µ(ρ) with
a = 0.1 and b = 1.1.
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Figure 4.8: The relative frequency vector in the game matrix.
at a certain action combination. In case of the relative frequency vector, it should
P
always hold that 4i=1 xi = 1 with xi = [0, 1]. As an example, we show how the
relative frequency vector relates to the payoffs of an FD-game. In Figure 4.8 we see
that x1 corresponds to the payoff for the result (Share, Share).
Example Relative Frequency Vector: By example, we can show how the relative frequency vector works. We assume the Data Sharing Dilemma has been
played; thus, the play ended up for 60% of the time in (Share, Share). Action pair
(Share, Not Share) occurs for 5%, action pair (Not Share, Share) for 10% and the
resulting 25% the play ended up in action pair (Not Share, Not Share). We display
the result in matrix form in Figure 4.9. The resulting relative frequency vector is
x = (0.6, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25).
Building Block 3: Incorporate benefit functions
The last step is transforming the relative frequency vector into a single variable
representing the weighted rate of learning ρ. We envision two possible scenarios in
which players in the Data Sharing Dilemma experience benefits. The first one we call
Mutual Benefits (represented by ρmb ). In Mutual Benefits, both players benefit more
from sharing both than in cases where an individual player can train the algorithm
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Figure 4.9: The relative frequency vector result.
on only his data. We could state that in this situation, the data from both players
are complementary. However, they are contrasting; in the case of Singular Benefits
(represented by ρsb ), a player benefits more if the model learns his data more than if
both players are sharing the data. In the latter case, one could argue that data has
more individualistic value. The only common denominator for both situations is that
the algorithm will not learn when both players decide not to share any data at all.
The logic of the Mutual Benefits function for player 1: If none of the players
is sharing any data, this will not train the learning algorithm whatsoever. Resulting
in the following learning rate for player 1 for the action pair (Not Share, Not Share)
ρmbp1 = 0x4
However, if the counterparty decides to share his data, but player 1 refuses to,
this is valued higher but still relatively low.
1
ρmbp1 = x3
3
Suppose player 1 decides to share his data, but the counterparty refuses to. In
that case, this is more beneficial to player 1, as the Machine Learning algorithm
learns his data, which relates more to the decision making context of player 1. Such
that.
2
ρmbp1 = x2
3
Most beneficial for player 1, in the case of Mutual Benefits, would be the sharing
of data by both players. As a result, this is valued maximally, resulting in.
ρmbp1 = x1
The logic of the Singular Benefits function for player 2: In the other situation,
the case of Singular Benefits. Player 1 always prefers the situation in which his data
is learned but not the counterparty’s data. For the rest, the Mutual Benefits function’s
values apply, which results in the following changes.
2
ρsbp2 = x1
3
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ρsbp2 = x2
Based upon the earlier mentioned logic and the relative frequency vector x, we can
construct the benefit functions.
ρ : ∆3 → [0, 1]
For player 1 the benefit functions are defined as:
2
1
ρsbp1 = x1 + x2 + x3
3
3
2
1
ρmbp1 = x1 + x2 + x3
3
3
And for player 2 (as the game is symmetric) as:
2
1
ρsbp2 = x1 + x2 + x3
3
3
2
1
ρmbp2 = x1 + x2 + x3
3
3
The results of the benefits function influences the amount of learning taking place
for each player. Incorporated within the learning function, it takes the following form:
µ(ρmk ) = 1.1(1 −

0.1
)
ρmk + 0.1

Example Singular Benefits Player 1: In this example, we show the effect of the
relative frequency vector and the benefit function into convergence for the learning
curve. Assume the relative frequency vector is x = (0.6, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25). Then filling
in ρsbp1 results in:
2
1
ρsbp1 = 0.6 + 0.05 + 0.1
3
3
ρsbp1 ≈ 0.51666
0.1
)
0.5166 + 0.1
µ(0.51666) ≈ 0.92162

µ(0.51666) = 1.1(1 −

However, we should link these functions now to the actual payoffs. They are
bringing us to introducing the last (exogenous) parameter in this game, namely φ,
representing the number of initial benefits from an inter-organizational system. One
could imagine that even if an inter-organizational system is constructed, the benefits
start to increase after an adoption within the organizations. We assume that adoption is an organizational process, not directly resulting from the dynamics of sharing
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data itself. As an example, if no inter-organizational adoption takes place, we could
say that φ = 0, while if the process of adoption is half-way φ = 0.5. Full adoption
would be represented by φ = 1. Adoption rates could be low in the early stages,
resulting in lower system benefits, gradually increasing if φ increases. We represent
this with φ:
φ → [0, 1]
The Data Sharing Dilemma Combining all the above-described functions results in
the construction of the Data Sharing Dilemma. However, this chapter’s Data Sharing
Dilemma is not one game; it describes different possible games that contain standard building blocks. However, each combination could provide exciting results in
the analysis. For now, we combine the building blocks to construct the Data Sharing
Dilemma in the FD-game form.
(φ + µ(ρmk ))(θSl · x)
In other words, the basic payoffs in the Data Sharing Dilemma are represented
by θSl in which Sl is the type of payoffs (e.g., Stag Hunt or Prisoner’s Dilemma).
The rewards can be amplified by raising the adoption rate φ (i.e., φ = 0 means that
players do not receive additional rewards, contrasting, if φ = 1 this is multiplied with
the rewards also depending on µ in both situations) or letting the Machine Learning
algorithm improve its accuracy represented by µ(ρmk )). mk is the type of benefits
function active for player k (i.e., if both players share under mutual benefits µ = 1
for both players giving them higher rewards, and possibly even higher rewards when
φ = 1 resulting in double the payoffs).
Example Data Sharing Dilemma: Let’s assume we have the following situation.
The Data Sharing Dilemma has the payoffs of the Prisoner’s Dilemma type, both
players experience Singular Benefits and the adoption rate φ = 1. We compute the
payoffs for player 1 under x = (0.6, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25). We can continue where we left
the last example, with:
µ(0.51666) ≈ 0.92162
(φ + µ(ρsbp1 ))(θSP D · x)
(1 + 0.92162)(θSP D · x)
θSP D · x = (6, 3, 8, 4) · (0.6, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25)
θSP D · x = 5.55
1.92162 · 5.55 ≈ 10.664991
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The payoff for player 1 of the Data Sharing Dilemma, in the form of Prisoner’s
Dilemma type with Singular Benefits and adoption rate φ = 1 is 10.664991. First,
however, we need to specify how the analysis will take place in the long run.

4.3.4

Method of Analysis

Two rewards methods are dominant in literature, the discounted sum of rewards and
the limiting average reward [83]. For this chapter we use the latter one as a basis
for our analysis, given by:
T
1X k
Rt (π, σ)
γ (π, σ) = lim inf
T →∞ T
t=1
k

However, the average reward need not exist. Therefore it is necessary to take
the lim inf. Finding equilibria under this criterion gives a more explicit representation
of strategic decisions between players in the long run by not limiting ourselves with
short-term evaluation. However, this comes at a cost. Generally limiting average
zero-sum games do not guarantee a game value, making analysis of the equilibria
hard. In the case of discounted sum games, equilibria’s existence is assured (if,
e.g.[83]). Under certain conditions, we can guarantee the finding of equilibria in
limiting average games, which turns our attention towards the concept of jointlyconvergent pure-strategy rewards.
The concept of jointly-convergent pure-strategy rewards was introduced by Joosten
et al. (2003) [49]. In jointly-convergent pure-strategy pairs, a player plays a pure action (i.e. a single-stage move) at any stage t with probability 1. The pure-strategy
pair (π, σ) is jointly-convergent for Player 1 (2) with the relative frequency vector x if
and only if [49]:
lim supt→∞ P rπ,σ [|xti − xi | > ] = 0

(4.1)

The strategy pair is jointly-convergent if the relative frequency vector converges
to a vector containing fixed numbers with probability 1 when t advances to infinity
[18]. The power of these strategy pairs is that we can compute a set of rewards
conveniently (e.g., Joosten & Samuel (2020) [48]), which we also use to plot the rewards for the Data Sharing Dilemma. Additionally, two theorems rely on the concept
of jointly-convergent pure-strategy pair rewards.
Theorem 1: “Each pair of individually-rational jointly-convergent pure-strategy rewards can be supported by an equilibrium. Moreover, each pair of jointly-convergent
pure-strategy rewards giving each player strictly more than the threat-point reward
can be supported by a subgame-perfect equilibrium. [49]”
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In this theorem, the threat-point reward (i.e. a tuple of minimal guaranteed rewards,
indifferent of the opponents’ strategies) has an important role.
Theorem 2: “Each pair of rewards in the convex hull of all individually-rational jointlyconvergent pure-strategy rewards can be supported by an equilibrium. Moreover,
each pair of rewards in the convex hull of all jointly-convergent pure strategy rewards
giving each player strictly more than the threat-point reward can be supported by a
subgame-perfect equilibrium [49].”
Therefore it is essential to find this so-called threat-point reward, which is defined
as:
Definition threat-point:
v = (v 1 , v 2 )

with:

v 1 = min max γ 1 (π, σ)
σ

π

2

v = min max γ 2 (π, σ)
π

σ

The threat-point is a tuple of rewards. An individual reward for a player in the tuple
is the minimal guaranteed rewards, indifferent to the opponents’ strategies. Retrieving the threat-point, therefore, also indicates the complete set of (Nash) equilibria.
Finding this threat-point is possible, Harmelink & Joosten (2020) constructed an
efficient algorithm that works under strict conditions surrounding the non-cooperative
FD-game of interest [42]. These two conditions are the following; first, the Markov
chain guarding the game’s transition probabilities should be ergodic. In the case of
this game, we have a single state such that the probability of ending up in the same
state is 1; therefore, the game is ergodic by definition. Second, the FrequencyDependent functions should be monotonic; if this is not the case, the threat-point algorithm’s convergence to the threat-point is not guaranteed. Therefore, in the Data
Sharing Dilemma, we only use monotonic Frequency-Dependent functions. Concluding, we adhere to the restrictions for the threat-point algorithm and can apply
this for analysis.
Last but not least, we have a particular interest in Pareto efficient rewards. Pareto
efficient rewards are reward pairs in which there is no improvement in individual rewards possible without reducing the reward of the other player. So a Pareto efficient
allocation would be a rewards pair:
Definition Pareto efficient reward pairs:
(γ 1 (π, σ), γ 2 (π, σ))
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Under the condition there is no alternative allocation:
(γ 01 (π, σ), γ 02 (π, σ))
Such that for an individual agent i:
γ 0i (π, σ) ≥ γ i (π, σ)
∀i ∈ 1, 2 and
γ 0i (π, σ) > γ i (π, σ)
For some i
Pareto efficient rewards are attractive as they result in minimal efficient rewards
but not stating anything about the desirable outcomes socially. The set of Pareto
efficient rewards, also known as the Pareto frontier, indicates trade-offs in strategic
environments like the Data Sharing Dilemma.

4.4

Analysis of the results

The Prisoner’s Dilemma and Stag Hunt’s basic games give us an excellent basis to
compare with. In the Data Sharing Dilemma, we have two types of basic games (i.e.
Prisoner’s Dilemma and Stag Hunt), two types of benefit functions (i.e. Singular- and
Mutual Benefits) and an adoption rate parameter represented by φ. Additionally, we
could alter the Machine Learning function parameters, but for the sake of simplicity,
we will keep a = 0.1 and b = 1.1. This section starts with a simple analysis of
the basic games in terms of the analysis concepts defined in the previous section
(e.g. threat-point and Pareto efficient rewards). Next, we analyse the different types
of games with the Machine Learning function incorporated. Last but not least, we
analyse the impact of the adoption (represented by φ) of an inter-organizational
system.

4.4.1

The basic games

The two basic games offer us insights into the functions introduced in the Data
Sharing Dilemma. However, first, we analyse the two games without any FrequencyDependent influence. As stated and could be retrieved from Figures 4.4 and 4.5, the
pure Nash equilibria for both games contain at least the strategy pair (Not Share,
Not Share), while the Stag Hunt version also has a pure Nash equilibrium at (Share,
Share).
More interestingly, when looking closely at Figure 4.10, the set of Pareto efficient
rewards contains more rewards for the Prisoners Dilemma basic game when compared to the Stag Hunt basic game. This is because the Stag Hunt only has a Pareto
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(a) Prisoners Dilemma Basic Game.

(b) Stag Hunt Basic Game.

Figure 4.10: Two basic games Data Sharing Dilemma.
efficient reward which is also the best obtainable pure Nash equilibrium. Therefore
in Stag Hunt, there is a clear incentive to share; this is the opposite for the Prisoners Dilemma. We can see this by looking at the set of Pareto efficient rewards.
The most intriguing individual Pareto efficient reward for a player in the Prisoners
Dilemma requires one person to share all the data while the player receiving the
highest rewards is not sharing, resulting in a reward pair which is not a Nash equilibrium. If players are patient and willing to cooperate strategically, we could obtain
better rewards in the Prisoners Dilemma case. Still, they cannot be supported by a
Nash equilibrium. All rewards north-east of the threat-point result (guarded by the
black line) are equilibrium results by definition of the theorem of jointly-convergent
pure-strategy pair rewards.

4.4.2

The effect of the Machine Learning function in the different
types of games

In the following analysis phase, we introduce the inter-organizational system and
assume that the system’s adoption is still at the minimum level (i.e., φ = 0. Players
can now share their data with the Machine Learning algorithm, but they cannot reap
the full potential because adoption is low. We will analyze the effect of adoption in
the next session.
We display important results of the different types of games in Table 4.1 and
visualize them in Figures 4.11 and 4.12. For all types of games, the minimal reward
pairs are similar at (0, 0) due to limited adoption of the inter-organizational system.
However, players can retrieve higher rewards by sharing data. Sharing data is also
an individual rational decision when looking at the threat-point result. In all types of
the Data Sharing Dilemma, the threat-point result at φ = 0 is that the player who is
being threatened will share, even if the counter-party refuses to share.
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Type of Game
Prisoners Dilemma
Singular Benefits
Prisoners Dilemma
Mutual Benefits
Stag Hunt
Singular Benefits
Stag Hunt
Mutual Benefits
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Minimum Reward

Threat-point

Maximum reward

(0,0)

(3, 3)

(6.7692, 6.7692)

(0,0)

(2.8695, 2.8695)

(6.8852, 6.8852)

(0,0)

(3, 3)

(7.6521, 7.6521)

(0,0)

(2.8695, 2.8695)

(8, 8)

Table 4.1: Main results Data Sharing Dilemma φ = 0.

(a) Prisoners Dilemma Mutual Benefits.

(b) Prisoners Dilemma Singular Benefits.

Figure 4.11: Prisoners Dilemma types with φ = 0.
This result significantly impacts the game dynamics, especially when looking at
the Prisoners Dilemma version. In the Prisoners Dilemma version, sharing was
never rational because of a pure Nash equilibrium when both players refused to
share. However, being able to benefit from a Machine Learning function changes
the game dynamics such that the equilibrium of the Prisoners Dilemma shifts to a
more desirable state. Next to that, the threat-point result for the singular- and mutual
types of games are numerically comparable. These results show us and confirm the
logic behind the singular benefits that sharing your data is more beneficial and reaps
higher rewards. Of course, the opposite is the case for the mutual benefits version,
in which the threat-point rewards are slightly lower.
Furthermore, we see that the Stag Hunt type of game with mutual benefits has
the highest possible rewards. In general, the mutual benefit type of game could
receive higher rewards, but both players’ sharing data is necessary to achieve these
results. In the case of singular benefits for the Stag Hunt, some interesting behaviour
is visible. In the basic Stag Hunt game, the Pareto efficient reward is also the pure
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(a) Stag Hunt Mutual Benefits.

(b) Stag Hunt Singular Benefits.

Figure 4.12: Stag Hunt types with φ = 0.
Nash equilibrium in which both players share. Contrasting this result, in singular
benefits, the Pareto efficient reward is not when both players fully share their data.
Still, when they carefully share their data when the counter-party is not sharing, such
a Pareto efficient reward could be obtained by both players. In the opposite case
of mutual benefits, the players can always retain the maximum reward by simply
sharing.
Finally, we see other exciting dynamics in the set of Pareto efficient rewards
for the Prisoners Dilemma. In the Prisoners Dilemma’s basic game, we noticed
that Pareto efficient rewards are obtainable and skewed highly into one individual’s
favour. However, when we introduce the inter-organizational system with Machine
Learning, we end up in a more dense Pareto efficient rewards set. For each of the
Pareto efficient rewards, they are worth strictly more than the threat-point result.
Therefore, players’ incentive in such a Data Sharing context increases substantially
and could even be seen as rational.

4.4.3

The effect of the adoption of the inter-organizational system

The previous section gave us meaningful insight into the effect of the Machine Learning function, but only for φ = 0. In this part, we analyse what happens when we
gradually increase the adoption rate (i.e. φ = (0, 1]). We observe identical behaviour
between the different types of games, especially when looking at the minimum reward and threat-point reward. They all scale with φ in a linear fashion. For the
threat-point result, this has no impact on the threat-point strategy, equal to when
φ = 0 the player who is being threatened shares his data while the counter-party is
refusing to.
More interestingly, the set of rewards in which data sharing occurs grows in vol-
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(a) Stag Hunt Singular Benefits φ = 0.5.
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(b) Stag Hunt Singular Benefits φ = 1.

Figure 4.13: Stag Hunt Singular Benefits variations.

Figure 4.14: Prisoners Dilemma with Mutual Benefits φ = 1.
ume compared to the set in which data sharing is only being done incidentally. This
is displayed clearly in Figure 4.13. There we see that in the case when φ = 0.5 that
the set of rewards below (to the bottom-left of) the threat-point is larger than when
φ = 1. We could conclude that increasing the adoption of an inter-organizational
system in such a context could lead to greater benefits, even if the counter-party
refuses to share. However, we could debate whether the adoption of such a system
in itself would trigger a higher frequency of sharing.
Finally, we focus on a particular case, when we have Prisoners Dilemma with
Mutual Benefits and φ = 1. Here we can see that the set of rewards to the bottomleft of the threat-point is tiny compared to the case in which φ = 0. Partially, we can
attribute this to the subject of mutual benefits, but this results from increasing the
adoption rate, as stated earlier. What makes this case interesting is that the Pareto
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efficient rewards set grows with φ. This offers players in the Data Sharing Dilemma
a much greater strategic flexibility than the Stag Hunt version. On the other side,
increasing the set of Pareto efficient rewards could result in disagreement in both
players’ strategic collaboration. In conclusion, we see the main result of adopting
the inter-organizational system and therefore increasing φ results in greater rewards
and more strategic variability.

4.5. C ONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

4.5
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Conclusion and discussion

In this chapter, we analysed the Data Sharing Dilemma. A problem that is faced by
many supply chain players wanting to construct an inter-organizational system. As
found in the literature, there are many factors influencing the adoption of an interorganizational system (e.g. [24], [40], [69]), with trust being a common factor in that.
In the literature on knowledge sharing, we find that players are often better off with
not sharing knowledge (e.g. [77], [81]), or in our case, data. We combine two types
of games from empirical literature to generalise a Machine Learning function into
a Frequency-Dependent game. The results show that players have an individual
rational incentive to share the data independent of the type of game or function,
contradicting the literature on knowledge sharing. Also, we analyze multiple effects
and results within the Data Sharing Dilemma, which give us insights into interesting
potential strategic behaviour.
However, the results assume that an environment (i.e., an inter-organizational
system) already has been constructed. One could argue that this simplifies a social complex topic. The construction of the environment is a large part of building
the trust needed to create an inter-organizational system. On the other side, we
argue that if a supply chain player does not see the personal benefits, he will never
start constructing the environment in the first place. Furthermore, the Data Sharing
Dilemma is a symmetric game, meaning that we assume that players have symmetric benefits; in reality, such a situation would be unlikely.
Further research could look into asymmetric versions of the Data Sharing Dilemma
and potential effects on the willingness to share data. Last but not least, we have
not discussed the sharing of potential benefits between supply chain partners. A cooperative game approach could give meaningful insights into the sharing of benefits
in such a situation.
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Chapter 5

A Maintenance-Oriented Service
Control Tower Architecture
In the previous chapters, we investigated the different decisions and dilemmas that
organizations face in developing a Service Control Tower and the Data Sharing
dilemma in more detail. In this chapter, we look at the Service Control Tower itself. Developing a Service Control Tower environment is not a standardized process. However, in this chapter, we try to ’standardize’ the components of a Service
Control Tower based upon the MARCONI use-case. In other words, we want to
provide organizations with a reference architecture for developing software aspects
of the Service Control Tower and use the MARCONI use-case as a basis for this
architecture.
Therefore, in this chapter, we start with an introduction to reference architectures. First, we look at definitions of reference architectures and some well-known
examples. Next to that, we define the steps we take in order to construct the reference architecture. Next, we show the architecture, different software components
and their functionality, and last but not least, an A3A0 architecture. Finally, this
chapter discusses the Service Control Tower as a Service, the different software
components, and aligning service performance indicators.

5.1

Introduction to reference architectures

The reference framework, reference model, and reference architecture are all terminology available in the literature describing models that can be used as a blueprint
for software artefacts in a business context. For example, Becker (1995) describes
that information models are essential for deploying and designing information systems. Reference models are also known by the name of universal models or generic
models [39]. For example, a reference model is defined by Bass et al. (2003) as ”a
81
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Figure 5.1: From Reference Model to Reference Architecture. [7]
division of functionality together with data flow between the pieces” while a reference
architecture is defined by Bass et al. (2003) as ”reference model mapped onto software elements (that cooperatively implement the functionality defined in the reference model) and the data flows between them”. Specifically, reference architectures
are often a collection of systems in an architecture that guides new versions of the
system [65].
In Figure 5.1 we see that a reference model and architectural patterns feed into
the reference architecture, which in its turn is the basis for a concrete architecture.
Angelov et al. (2009) recognizes two goals for reference architectures, standardization and facilitation. Standardization is used to create interoperability between
systems, while facilitation facilitates the design of a concrete architecture by acting
as a guide. In total, five types of reference architectures have been determined by
Angelov et al. (2009). We develop in this section a reference architecture for the
Service Control Tower artefact that could be classified as a Type 5 reference architecture, i.e., the architecture is for an immature technology and is innovative in this
nature, defining the components of the system.
In literature, we find a multitude of reference architecture, of which ServiceOriented Architectures is one of the nuances in reference architectures. A ServiceOriented Architecture is an architecture that links service offerings in a business
context with traditional business and technology models [37]. In other words, a Service Oriented Architecture describes how a specific service offering can be realized
by aligning business and IT. For example, the Service Control Tower reference architecture could be classified as a Service Oriented Architecture as it tries to offer
service logistics optimization with the help of IT.
When looking at the architectures in literature, sample examples could be used
as inspiration for constructing a reference architecture. We find a Service Level
Agreement management reference architecture (e.g. [91]). A Service-Oriented Reference Architecture for smart cities (e.g. [27]), a service-oriented e-commerce ref-
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erence architecture (e.g. [9]) and a reference architecture for microservices (e.g.
[102]). We use these architectures as an inspiration for the reference architecture of
the Service Control Tower.
How to construct a reference architecture is not set in stone. In literature, we
find multiple papers that describe a methodology for development of a reference
architecture (e.g., [86], [31]). Nevertheless, as stated by [65], an ideal structure for a
reference architecture does not exist. One needs to balance the level of abstraction
and the number of details. As such, we construct our methodology to create the
reference architecture for the Service Control Tower. Partially we base this upon
steps described in TOGAF [50] as (parts of) our architecture is made with the help
of Enterprise Architecture modelling.
The steps we take in order to construct the Service Control Tower are the following.
1. Define the context of the Service Control Tower
2. Retrieve needs and input from the user based on questionnaire and workshop
3. Transform needs into requirements and checks on quality and relevance
4. Validate the context of the Service Control Tower
5. Map requirements to functionality and software components
6. Create functional software components architecture
7. Prioritize individual components
8. Create an A3 architecture overview based upon the earlier constructed architecture
Again, one should keep in mind that we classify this architecture as a Type 5
architecture based upon [6]. Therefore, the architecture has a facilitating function,
describing components in a high level of abstraction, hopefully paving the way for
future research into Service Control Towers.

5.2

The architecture

In this section, we give an introductory architecture for the Service Control Tower.
As stated earlier, we define a Service Control Tower as ”An (inter-) organizational
system which uses IT to specifically optimize the service logistics supply chain.”.
Here, we set the context for such a system. Therefore, we start by stating the
current business context, the partners’ strategic goals, and main activities. Then,
within this context, we retrieve requirements for a Service Control Tower, check their
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Figure 5.2: The MARCONI Business Context
quality, map them to functionality and, in the end, software components. After, we
prioritize individual software components and discuss them. Finally, we end with an
A3AO (A3 Architecture Overview∗ See A3AO.eu for an explanation) architecture that
summarizes the Service Control Tower.

5.2.1

Business Context

In the current business context, the Service Control Tower is defined from the perspective of the MARCONI consortium, from which this research is a part. The MARCONI consortium consists of organizations active in the maritime industry, ranging
from Original Equipment Manufacturers to End-Users. The consortium goal is to
increase the availability of high-value maritime assets by optimizing maintenance
supply-chain wide.
Therefore, we construct an architecture for a Service Control Tower in a maintenanceoriented environment. In other words, we expect that our architecture could be used
for other organizations, as long as optimization of maintenance of assets is the goal.
In Figure 5.2, we show a simplified version of the MARCONI consortium, in which
we see an Original Equipment Manufacturer, a Systems Integrator (i.e., a supplier
that uses hardware and software to combine subsystems into one system) and an
∗

http://a3ao.eu/
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End-User. The End-User uses the asset for a business purpose. In real life, the roles
of certain entities can change based upon changing market conditions. However, we
keep context currently fixed for the sake of simplicity in Figure 5.2.

5.2.2

From needs to requirements to functionality to software
entities

We set up a questionnaire (see Appendix B) and a workshop to retrieve the needs for
Service Control Tower. We received 47 needs (see Appendix C), containing multiple
requirements in them. Therefore, we transformed the needs into requirements with
the help of [32]. In total, we have extracted 93 requirements, which we checked
on guidelines from [32]. However, after checking the requirements, we removed
thirteen, ending with a set of 80 requirements in total.
The next step is to link these requirements to functionalities in the Service Control Tower. In other words, which functions does the Service Control Tower need
to encapsulate to meet the needs of a Service Control Tower? Again, we find inspiration from [15], where software elements are mapped towards a Transportation
Control Tower. As stated, we find functionalities first, which we then map to software elements or entities as we call them. The complete selection of requirements,
functionalities and entities can be found in Appendix D.
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Figure 5.3: A Maintenance-Oriented Service Control Tower Application Architecture
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The result of these mappings is the first architecture on an application level. We
show the architecture in Figure 5.3. Here, we see the Service Control Tower, based
upon the requirements that have been extracted. The main functionalities of a Service Control Tower are to optimize the service supply chain, provide visibility in the
supply chain, intervene in decision-making, and identify gaps in supply and demand.
All of these link to the main component of the Service Control Tower, which we define
as Supply Chain Management Software. The Supply Chain Management Software
consists of multiple other applications, i.e., Service Management Software, Business
Intelligence Software, Obsolescence Management Software and Data Governance
Software. The Supply Chain Management Software has a link and interfaces with
the Asset Management Software. All software elements have their own set of functionalities and dependencies. We will discuss all of these elements one by one.
Because first, we identify which elements are most important in the development
in comparison to others. Therefore, we rank the different software elements with the
help of the MoSCoW method. MoSCoW stands for Must Have, Should Have, Could
Have or Won’t Have and prioritises the software elements. With Must-Have being
the most important and Won’t Have the least important. We ranked these software
elements with the help of expert opinion in a workshop with eight consortium participants. Two software elements have been classified as Must Have, four as Should
Have and two as Could Have. The results are available in Appendix E.

Must Have
As said, two software elements in the Service Control Tower are a Must Have. These
are Business Intelligence software and Data Governance software. Both can be
seen as prerequisites for the environment, as they provide software that helps operate the other elements of the Service Control Tower.
Starting with Business Intelligence, we define Business Intelligence software as
”techniques used in spotting, digging-out, and analyzing business data, such as
sales revenue by-products and/or departments, or by associated costs and incomes”[36].
In the Service Control Tower, Business Intelligence software allows users to transform data, build dashboards that show information, and create visibility of parts of
the supply chain. Next, Business Intelligence software stores intelligent algorithms
that can perform mathematical optimizations that provide decision-makers with information to improve the supply chain’s decision-making. One could link Business
Software to the visibility aspect of the Tower level in the previous chapter.
The second software element, Data Governance, is defined by ”the framework
for decision rights and accountabilities to encourage desirable behavior in the use of
data”[97]. However, multiple experts have denounced that Data Governance is es-
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sential, especially in a supply chain-wide collaboration. Therefore, we define Data
Governance software as software that provides the set of rules regarding data governance and provides an environment that manages the security and quality of the
data itself. Therefore, Data Governance can be linked towards the Foundation level
of the Service Control Tower in the previous chapter as a necessity to share and link
data.

Should Have
Next up are the four Should Haves; the experts have classified these as necessary
but not essential for a Service Control Tower environment. Finally, starting with
Collaboration Software, we define Collaboration Software as software containing
tools and mechanisms that facilitate the collaboration process in a supply chain.
However, we do not see the Collaboration Software as a part of the Supply Chain
Management Software, as it has a more indirect effect. An example of Collaboration
Software is the possibility of co-creating in an environment and communicating via
video/audio and share files.
The second software element that has been classified is Asset Management
Software; this software element is defined with the help of ”systematic process of
maintaining, operating and upgrading physical assets cost-effectively” [61]. The software itself can construct Digital Twins, giving lifecycle management and integrating
the planning of assets operation.
The following software element is Obsolescence Management Software, which
helps manage obsolescence (e.g., functional or logistical obsolescence). We also
define Obsolescence Management Software as a Should Have.
The following software element, Maintenance Management Software, is an element of Asset Management Software, but it is essential to discuss it independently.
Maintenance Management Software regards all processes that are related to the
maintenance of the assets. In our case, we see Maintenance Management as a
Should Have, as it is necessary to plan resources and maintenance for the upkeep
of these assets.
Last but not least is the Track and Trace System. We define Track and Trace software as software that keeps (real-time) tracking information and provides visibility
about certain aspects of the supply chain (e.g., transportation, delivery, events in a
business process, etcetera.). Track and Trace functionality is also a Should Have,
and should be installed in the Service Control Tower in the Tower level.
To summarize, all four software elements described as a Should Have are seen
as necessary. However, the focus should be on the Must-Haves first to facilitate the
development of the Should Haves described here.
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Could Have
The last section of software elements we describe is the Could Haves. Based upon
expert opinion, two software elements have been defined as a Could Have. This
means that these elements are ranked the lowest in terms of priority in the Service
Control Tower. However, one should keep in mind that they are still considered valuable, as they are not ranked as Won’t Haves. We discuss the individual components
in this section.
The first of the Could Haves is Service Management Software. Service Management Software is defined as software that supports, executes and stores important service offerings performed in the supply chain by specific business processes.
Service Management Software compares the current service performance to the
service offerings in Service Level Agreements in terms of functionality. Next to that,
the Service Management Software could be linked with Inventory Management Software. We advise developing the Service Management component in the last level of
Service Control Tower development, so in case Service Level Agreements are core
to the workings of the environment.
The other software element that has been determined as a Could Have is the
Recommender System Software. We define the Recommender System as containing ”tools for interacting with large and complex information spaces.” [22]. In a Service Control Tower context, the Recommender System operates within the Business
Intelligence software and looks especially for favourable actions/recommendations
in the context it operates in. Therefore, the Recommender System can only be built
if Business Intelligence Software is already in place.
Concluding, we have discussed the different software elements, their ranking and
have shown their architecture individually.

5.2.3

A3 architecture overview

We end with the A3 architecture overview, which we can see as a summary of the
artefact of interest, the Service Control Tower. A3 architecture overviews have been
proposed by [20] as an efficient method to capture the knowledge of a complex
system and its architecture. In the Service Control Tower case, we have described
the business context and needs, their transformation into software components, and
now we summarize all of them into the A3 architecture overview.
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Figure 5.4: Service Control Tower A3 Architecture Overview
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The A3 Architecture Overview is visible in Figure 5.4. We divide the A3 Architecture overview into three different spaces, a physical view (i.e., the tangible components of a system), a functional view (i.e., the functionality the components have)
and future benefits and quantification of the system. We describe the architecture
in the same order. At the Service Control Tower base is the MARCONI business
context, which means that we have high-value assets (i.e., ships, vessels), which
are co-created and serviced by Original Equipment Manufacturers and System Integrators. Their end-users operate these assets.
Data is captured from the processes at the individual organizations but also the
assets themselves. This data is transferred to Enterprise Resource Planning systems, which are also used to maintain and operate the assets. These ERP systems
should be linked with the artefact of interest, the Service Control Tower.
The Service Control Tower has the main functionality to optimize the service supply chain, with the primary goal to optimize the availability of the high-value assets
in MARCONI. The Service Control Tower uses multiple software components, e.g.
Business Intelligence Software, Data Governance Software and Asset Management
Software. Expected benefits are an increase in availability and reliability of the assets, an increase in revenue for organizations involved and a decrease in costs.
Which concludes our construction of a first reference framework for a maintenanceoriented Service Control Tower. In the next section, we discuss the possibility to
have the Service Control Tower as a Service.

5.3

The Service Control Tower as a Service

The way Information Technology is offered to customers has rapidly changed over
the last few decades. Software as a Service has become a dominant concept in
IT service providing. In addition, service-Oriented Architecture and Microservices
have become common good in the IT services industry. In this section, we model
the Service Control Tower as a Service, i.e., we look at how software components
individually can be offered.’
We have discussed these possibilities within the consortium during a workshop
(see Appendix F). One of the earlier questions was, who is responsible for which
service in the supply chain, or could be the best supplier? The answers to these
questions were mixed, so we could not generalize an answer to that. We advise
organizations collaborating to discuss the same question based upon their unique
business context.
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Figure 5.5: The Service Control Tower as a Service
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However, we have been able to identify the goals of each software element and
the different measurement methods that can help attain the goal and measure performance. Figure 5.5 shows these goals and measurements per software elements.
For example, Data Governance Software should help better data management; one
can measure this goal with the number of data security issues, data quality scores,
the percentage of data compliant with the accompanying standard, and the amount
of functioning data rules. Similarly, a Recommender System should generate better
recommendations, which can be measured with the accuracy of the recommendations and the cost savings related to the recommendations.
Organizations wanting to build a Service Control Tower can use this overview as
a basis for discussion; who is responsible for which service and how performance is
measured should be discussed in individual cases.

5.4

Conclusion and discussion

In this chapter, we have discussed and designed the artefact of interest of this thesis, the Service Control Tower. First, we discussed available reference architectures
from literature; based upon that, we defined the context of the architecture. Then,
retrieved the needs from potential users of the system and transformed them into requirements and a preliminary system architecture containing software components
with individual software priority. Next, we have discussed offering software elements
as a service, i.e., the Service Control Tower as a Service.
As stated in this chapter, we have constructed an early reference architecture
(i.e., Type 5 according to [6]). The downsides to this approach are that our architecture is limited to software components, requirements, and functionality. Exact
business rules and interfacing between the different components and details of the
individual components still need to be designed. Next, further research should be
done into which data standard should support a Service Control Tower. However,
this architecture should provide organizations with a first blueprint to guide them in
developing a Service Control Tower.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and discussion
6.1

Conclusions

In the previous chapters, we have explored the world of the Service Control Tower.
We introduced the context of this research at first, the MARCONI project and the
maritime sector. Next, we summarized existing literature and architectures found.
We see that the research surrounding (Service) Control Towers is in an early stage.
Limited information is available, but interest from an academic and practical perspective is there. Finally, we define the Service Control Tower and its context and
use that as a basis for the rest of the report. In the following chapters, we have three
different angles.
First, we examined different dilemmas that organizations face in a supply chain
collaboration. Additionally, we define the four levels of the Service Control Tower that
organizations need to build to end up with a fully functioning Service Control Tower.
We identified a set of dilemmas that we link towards the general process of supply
chain collaborations and the four levels of the Service Control Tower. For individual
dilemmas, we also provide architectures for the different solutions. The results here
are exploratory but should assist organizations in the process of collaboration and
successfully communicating.
Additionally to the different dilemmas in supply chain collaboration, we explore
the dilemma regarding Data Sharing, which leads to the Data Sharing Dilemma, a
Game Theoretical model. We show that trust is essential in adopting inter-organizational
systems and finding evidence in the literature that players usually retain to share.
However, in our Game Theoretical model, we show that if learning occurs on the
data, players have an individual rational incentive to share data independent of the
type of game or function, which contradicts current literature on knowledge sharing.
Last but not least, we construct a reference architecture in the fifth chapter. We
first introduce the concept of reference architecture and classify our reference architecture. Then, we design our architecture based upon system needs (from the
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MARCONI context), requirements and map them towards different software entities.
The result is a preliminary system architecture, which should help organizations by
acting as a first blueprint in developing the Service Control Tower.

6.2

Discussion

However, the discussed work in this thesis is not conclusive. As said, research into
(Service) Control Towers is still in an immature phase. Although the subject has
gained increasing attention in the last decade, academic research into the matter is
still limited. This thesis contributes three-fold (i.e., by defining the Service Control
Tower, analyzing dilemmas in Service Control Towers and developing a reference
framework for them). However, more research should be done into certain aspects
of the chapters in this thesis.
For the dilemmas we have identified in the process of supply chain collaboration,
we have only done merely exploratory research. More empirical evidence should be
gathered and analyzed to support organizations in a supply chain in their decisionmaking and collaboration. In the case of the Data Sharing Dilemma, more research
needs to be done into the input and output of the model (i.e., the values taken
there are abstract and arbitrary). In other words, which value does data have? Furthermore, next, how do we share this data in a supply chain collaboration? These
aspects have not been investigated in the current Data Sharing Dilemma. Last but
not least, our reference architecture is on an abstract level and therefore misses essential details (e.g., interfacing, data standards, etcetera.) that organizations require
in the process of constructing a Service Control Tower.
To end the discussion, more (academic) research is needed into the subject of
(Service) Control Towers. One should keep in mind that commercial parties have
the real incentive to develop these environments, while academia should continue
to extract the actual academic value of these environments.
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Appendix A

Methodology dilemma construction
For the section ’Dilemma’s in Service Control Tower development’ a workshop has
been held in order to retrieve information from the consortium about the dilemma’s
they face. Earlier inspiration for this workshop was retrieved in workshops on the
Control Tower architecture itself. Participants often state difficult decisions they face
in development of such a system, hence, we formulate them as a dilemma.
We organise an interactive online brainstorm session, containing two parts per
topic. The main method for brainstorming is brain writing. Brain writing contains two
phases, first ideas are generated by the participants based upon a certain topic or
question. In a later stage, the ideas are discussed in a plenary session, thereby
generating more ideas and potential solution concepts.
Nine participants of the MARCONI consortium joined the session, with different
backgrounds (e.g., service design, business manager, researcher).
The following questions were asked as a beginning for the discussion:
• Which Technological Control Tower development dilemma’s do you face? (Minimal three answers necessary)
• Which Business dilemma’s do you face when developing a Control Tower?
(Minimal three answers necessary)
The result is a list of dilemma’s that have been categorized and used as input for
the discussion. From the discussion, most of the dilemmas in the chapter have been
derived.
Last but not least, we ask participants to choose in a dilemma between two
alternatives. See the table below for the results.
As one can see in the table above, results on the presented dilemmas are mixed.
Which fueled a discussion on which solution is better. To conclude, we see evidence
that consortium partners are divided in their opinion about the ’optimal’ solution.
Therefore, the dilemmas we constructed have practical but also academic relevance.
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Dilemma
Decision making in a control tower should be
Onwership of a control tower should be
Decision making optimization techniques in a control tower environment should be
Data sharing in a control tower should be
A control tower should be developed
Execution of a Service Level Agreement in a control tower should be
A control tower solution should be

Option A
Centralized
Centralized
Exact
Real-time
In-house
Rule-based (Smart Contracts)
A generic solution

Table A.1: Results dilemma’s presented

Option B
Decentralized
Decentralized
Self-Learning
On-demand
Outsourced
Trust-based
Tailormade

Results
37.5% - 62.5%
37.5% - 62.5%
44.4% - 55.6%
44.4% - 55.6%
66.7% - 33.3%
77.8% - 22.2%
22.2% - 77.8%

Appendix B

MARCONI system needs
questionnaire
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MARCONI Control Tower: From needs to requirements

MARCONI Control Tower: From needs to
requirements
Dear MARCONI participant,
Thanks a lot for taking the time to fill in this questionnaire regarding the development of the
MARCONI Control Tower. In this questionnaire, we would like to ask you to define some needs
from the perspective of your organization regarding the MARCONI control tower. In this
questionnaire, we hope you can give us input to feed the process that is stated in the image
below.
* Required

1.

Email *

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1g56si3hnfkshRn4_5dbZ3WXtvBi75BlCP7QmMlwjqb4/edit

1/4
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Needs engineering
The idea is that we look from a problem perspective in this questionnaire. The MARCONI control tower is the
solution that we are going to develop, but which problem is it actually going to solve? Therefore we would like you,
as an expert in the organization you are operating, to define some needs for the MARCONI control tower from the
perspective of your organization.
First of all, we define a need as an agreed expectation for the entity to perform some functions.
In our case, the entity is the MARCONI control tower. We would like you to think of needs, in order to give you a
headstart, please look at the following questions you can ask yourself in order to trigger the thinking process:
"What do you want from the MARCONI control tower?"
"What functions do you like to have within the MARCONI control tower?"
"What do you need from the MARCONI control tower?"
"What is the purpose of the MARCONI control tower for your organization?"
"How would you want the MARCONI control tower to work?"
"How should the performance of the MARCONI control tower be?"

2.

Please define at least three needs with a maximum of five needs

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1g56si3hnfkshRn4_5dbZ3WXtvBi75BlCP7QmMlwjqb4/edit
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Requirements engineering
In the previous step you have defined a few needs from the perspective of your organization. We would like to ask
you to transform these needs into requirements. But first, we provide you a definition of a requirement (IEEE 1998):
Requirement: a statement that identifies a product or process operational,
functional, or design characteristic or constraint, which is unambiguous,
testable or measurable, and necessary for a product or process acceptability (by
consumers or internal quality assurance guidelines).
When transforming these needs into requirements we propose to apply a technique that is called formal
transformation. The formal transformation technique describes characteristics to which a good requirement is
separated from a mediocre one (see: https://reqexperts.com/2017/07/15/incose-guide-for-writing-requirements2017-update/). These characteristics are, including a short description:
- Necessary: A requirement should be necessary, which means that it is essential to be part of the control tower
that we are going to develop. If it can be removed without any consequence to the system, it probably is not a
necessary requirement.
- Singular: The requirement should apply to a single aspect, characteristic, capability or function of the system. The
presence of an 'and' in the requirement should be avoided in order to keep the requirement singular.
- Conforming: The requirements should be defined in a uniform way of writing which should help to increase the
understanding of the requirement when verifying them.
- Appropriate: The requirement should reflect the level of detail we are talking on, in this case, the requirement
should be on the scope of the MARCONI control tower as a system.
- Unambiguous: The requirement should be clear and not leave room for multiple interpretations.
- Complete: The requirement should contain the necessary information required to understand the requirement.
- Correct: The requirement should be applicable to one of the needs earlier defined.
- Verifiable: The requirement should be linkable to developed solutions and proven to have been met or not.
- Feasible: The requirement should be realizable within the constraints of the project.
Last but not least, we give a short example of a well-written requirements:
- Move people from Enschede to Den Haag

Please try to keep in mind these characteristics as a reminder to write good requirements. It is hard to define them
really well, but you do not have to exactly apply all of them perfectly. We will also try to further refine them based
on your input.

3.

Please define requirements, based on the earlier stated needs and characteristics

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1g56si3hnfkshRn4_5dbZ3WXtvBi75BlCP7QmMlwjqb4/edit

3/4
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Thank you!
Thank you very much for taking the time to fill in the form. Your input is valuable to us, not only does it provide us a
direction for development of the demonstrator enviroment and IT infrastructure. It could also feed into the work of
the other workpackages.
On behalf of WP3, kind regards,
Rogier Harmelink

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

Forms

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1g56si3hnfkshRn4_5dbZ3WXtvBi75BlCP7QmMlwjqb4/edit

4/4
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Appendix C

Raw system needs MARCONI
In this research we have conducted a questionnaire and also had multiple plenary
(and Skype) sessions. Based on this, we derived needs. We describe these needs
as an expectation in the form of ”MARCONI should“. The list here below is an
unstructured list of needs derived from the sessions.
• MARCONI should optimize the supply chain planning at tactical and operational level
• MARCONI should enhance visibility and the links in the supply chain network
• MARCONI should offer the possibility for a supply chain collaboration (NVP).
• MARCONI should offer operators the possibility to intervene in short-term decision making with predefined rules
• MARCONI should measure service contract performance
• MARCONI should offer the possibility for KPI reports
• MARCONI should offer the possibility to add KPI’s
• MARCONI should provide real-time supply data
• MARCONI should provide real-time demand information
• MARCONI should identify gaps in demand and supply
• MARCONI should generate alerts to prevent reduction in availability
• MARCONI should provide a test environment for reactive and proactive interventions on short term system performance
• MARCONI should offer the possibility of integrated planning
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• MARCONI should offer the possibility of obsolescence management
• MARCONI should offer a secure environment
• MARCONI should offer a connection to internal IT systems/infrastructure of
participants
• MARCONI should offer a recommender system
• MARCONI should offer insight in reliability of the recommendations
• MARCONI should offer possible actions to follow up on the recommendations
• MARCONI should offer a dashboarding environment (Business Intelligence)
• MARCONI should offer the possibility for life cycle management
• MARCONI should give insight in fuel and emission metrics
• MARCONI should give the possibility to go from a stovepipe system to a more
cross-functional system
• MARCONI should provide an overview of people and processes involved in
the service logistics in company
• MARCONI should provide an end-to-end overview of the service logistics supply chain
• MARCONI should align logistics processes between supplier and customer
• MARCONI should give an indication of lead time on (spare) parts
• MARCONI should give information about possible suppliers of (spare) parts
• MARCONI should give information about the repair or replace process of parts
of systems
• MARCONI should give information on preventive or corrective maintenance
taking place
• MARCONI should give information about the potential cause of failure in case
of corrective maintenance
• MARCONI should provide optimized maintenance plans including specific tasks
and indication on resources needed
• MARCONI should provide decision support models (algorithms)
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• MARCONI should have adaptable algorithms for optimization
• MARCONI should data download and upload functionality
• MARCONI should be able provide a GUI for system interaction with planning
models
• MARCONI should support a network of organizations
• MARCONI should contain to option to construct a digital twin
• MARCONI should support machine learning algorithms
• MARCONI should reduce planning workload
• MARCONI should achieve reduction of disruption of primary activities
• MARCONI should provide a track and trace functionality
• MARCONI should give the asset-owner an overview of the core operations
• MARCONI should in real-time show the operations of the assets
• MARCONI should facilitate the addition of sensors on assets linked to the control tower
• MARCONI should offer the possibility to actually control equipment
• MARCONI should offer the owner of the asset to use pluggable intelligent tools
or not
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Appendix D

Service Control Tower entities,
functionalities and requirements
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Entity/function/ requirement
Asset Management Software
Constructs digital twin
Connects to data source of asset
Simulates the asset
Logs the history of an asset
Visualizes the asset in the system
Provides lifecycle management
Visualizes life cycle of asset
Connect with lifecycle management software
Contains systems engineering tool
Provides test environment for interventions on assets
Draw causal relations
Contains simulation tools
Supports multi agent systems
Integrates planning of assets
Connected to operations schedules
Compute optimized planning
Obsolescence Management Software
Manages obsolescence
Shows alternative spare parts
Notifies discontinuation of parts
Link with bill of materials
Computes obsolescence risk
Links with inventory management
Computerized Maintenance Management Software
Provides specific tasks and resources needed for maintenance
Contains bill of materials
Plans use of equipment
Links with inventory management
Links with HRM
Generates alerts when availability is reduced
Sends notification if alert is not crititical
Sends alert to key user if alert is critical
Retrieves loss in availability
Send alert over SMS
Send alert over email
Integrates planning of maintenance
Connected to maintenance schedules
Business Intelligence Software
Preprocesses data
Cleanses data

Checks data requirements
Able to handle datasets of at least 1 TB
Transforms data
Offers customizable KPI reports
Select KPI's
Links data with KPI's
Able to insert KPI's
Retrieves KPI's from SLA's
Provides dashboard environment
Constructs a dashboard
Shows alerts
Creates visual representations of data
Filters data based on user input
Provides smart algorithms
Contains self learning algorithms
Connect to algorithm API's
Contains mathematical optimization
Provides data upload and download functionality
Download files
Upload files
Able to process .csv files
Able to download data only when permission is granted
Supply Chain Management Software
Optimizes supply chain
Increase availability of assets
Reduces waste
Reduces bullwhip effect
Offers GUI for decision interaction
User can influence his processes
Visualizes results of decisions
Predetermined rules in system
Provides visibility of the supply chain
Visual mapping of the supply chain(s)
Visualization of relations between processes
Visualizes business processes
Visualization of relations between users
Identifies gaps in supply and demand
Store information on supply
Compute gap in supply and demand
Store information on demand
Recognizes supply or demand based on user role
Provides possibility to intervene in decision making

Shows impact on intervention
User can overrule decision
Simulates decision impact
Service Management Software
Provides service contract performance information
Extracts information from service contracts
Computes SLA KPI's
Stores service contracts
Links with data of service processes
IT Infrastructure
Links with IT infrastructure of participants
API available to connect with ERP systems
Encrypted connection with participants
Connection with participants based on governance rules
Connects to data warehouses

Collaboration Software
Provides supply chain collaboration
Platform for knowledge sharing
File sharing
Share messages between users
Joint decision making environment
Data Governance Software
Provides a secure environment
Encrypts data
Encryption library available
Encryption is at least 128 bits
Governs data usage
Imposes rules on data access
Adjustable data governance rules
Tracks data usage
Track and Trace System
Provides real time information
Show information with a delay of at most 1 minute
Handles GPS data
Retrieves information within 30 seconds
Store information within 45 seconds
Recommender System
Offers insight in the reliability of recommendations
Show recommendations
Compute reliability of recommendations
Filter recommendations
Adjust on criteria

Offers possible actions to follow up on recommendations
Confirm recommendations
User divided actions
Action generation
Links with business processes
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Appendix E

Service Control Tower MoSCoW
results
Here below we show the results of the MoSCoW workshop. In case of a draw, the
researcher of this work has the determining vote.

Software Element
Collaboration Environment
Data Governance
Service Management
Business Intelligence
Track and Trace
Recommender System
Asset Management
Maintenance Management

Must Have
3
7
1
5
2
1
2
3

Should Have
3
1
2
3
6
2
4
4
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Could Have
2
0
4
0
0
5
1
1

Won’t Have
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
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Appendix F

Methodology Service Control Tower
as a Service
In this section, we describe the methodology and workshop organized in order to
retrieve input for the section on ’Service Control Tower as a Service’.
The workshop is held within the MARCONI consortium, containing input of nine
participants, with a different range of backgrounds (i.e., service designer, business
manager, asset manager and researcher).
First, we use discuss the reference architecture of the Service Control Tower. We
talk about individual software elements and create a common understanding of the
architecture. Next, we use the technique of brain writing to answer the questionnaire.
After answering of the question, we discuss the results within the group in order to
find new interesting results/solutions.
All software elements are discussed. The following software elements have been
used from the architecture: Inventory Management, Business Intelligence, Track
and Trace System, Recommender System, Service Management, Data Governance
Software, Asset Management, Computerized Maintenance Management Software,
Obsolescence Software and Collaboration Software.
We ask two questions regarding each software element to the participants, and
discuss the results:
• Who do you think could deliver SOFTWARE ELEMENT best in the supply
chain network?
• How would you measure the performance of SOFTWARE ELEMENT
We describe the answers given and discuss them of multiple software elements,
here below. However, due to limited time and lengthy discussions, not all software
elements were discussed in the consortium. For the remaining elements, the author
brainstormed on suitable performance measurements that have been checked with
literature.
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Inventory Management
Question 1: Who should deliver inventory management in the network:
Answers: Asset owner, OEM or sub supplier and collaborative based upon agreed
rules.
Discussion: Different participants give different reasons for their selection. Mostly
also from their own point of view (i.e., a participant works at an asset owner or an
OEM). Therefore it is hard to distinguish based on this discussion, which supply
chain participant should take on inventory management.
Question 2: How would you measure the performance of Inventory Management?
Answers: Dashboard, just in time delivery, monthly weighed inventory, unavailability, decrease percentage, mean logistic delay time, availability, reliability, cost.
Discussion: Multiple performance indicators have been provided by the participants, which are used as input for the modelling.
Maintenance Management Question 1: Who should deliver maintenance management in the network:
Answers: Asset owner, maintainer, operations planner, maintenance facility manager
Discussion: Again, we receive multiple arguments for multiple stakeholders in
the network. No clear generalised answer has been given by the participants.
Question 2: How would you measure the performance of Maintenance Management?
Answers: Uptime, live up to the expectation, asset availability, downtime, cost,
amount of unexpected downtime, maintenance downtime, availability, performance
Discussion: Multiple performance indicators have been provided by the participants, which are used as input for the modelling.
Obsolescence Management Question 1: Who should deliver obsolescence
management in the network:
Answers: Supply chain in all tiers, service provider, OEM, collaborative, asset
owner, entity that knows the product best.
Discussion: Again, we see similar answers to the question with regards to obsolescence management and this question. Also, some answers are rather vaguely
defined, again, resulting in an answer that is hard to generalize.
Question 2: How would you measure the performance of Obsolescence Management?
Answers: Uptime, absence of unavailability, accuracy of obsolescence prediction, number of unexpected failures, downtime related to obsolescence management
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Discussion: Multiple performance indicators have been provided by the participants, which are used as input for the modelling.
Business Intelligence Question 1: Who should deliver business intelligence in
the network:
Answers: Asset owner, 3rd party, everybody, each role should deliver his portion.
Discussion: We see again different answers, making it hard to generalise.
Question 2: How would you measure the performance of Business Intelligence?
Answers: Decrease of costs, board satisfaction, number of interventions triggered, data reliability/availability.
Discussion: Multiple performance indicators have been provided by the participants, which are used as input for the modelling.

